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Smells rotten:
Fertilizer used in U.S. bombings,
might be regulated. News, PAGE3
VOL 87, NO. 40, 20 PAGES
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Wmos:
Touchd0wn Tommy
Hard,core wine fans not
put off by weekend rains. Currenl5, PAGE a rising to greatness Spans, PAGE 1a
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Campus anthrax scare under investigation
MARLEEN TROUTT

---0A1LY EGYl"TlhN

Wham office closed after alfu-i:n; an umelated threat to
Jackson Country couple determined by FBI to be false alarm

Four worker. in an office in Wham
Educ:ition Building were quarantined
One person was sent to the
Tuesday after office pcrnmnel found a Memorial Hospit!l ofC:ubondale and
_ suspicious-looking white substance . released.
they belic\'cd may ha\'c been anthrax.
SIUC Police were c:illcd in :it 2:30
The four and sc\'cral ne:ubyworker. p.m. after an employee spotted a white
-were released later in the evening after powder on a piece of office furniture,
the Illinois Department of Public according to Sue D:n1S, a Unimsity
Health determined· it safe and sent spokeswoman.
them home. The substance was found
"lt was not anything that :urived in
in the Deans Office ot the College of aletterorpacbgc.Itwillbe sent out for
Educ:ition and Human Ser.ices, and tcsting,"shesaid.
D:nis said an employee likened the
that office and sunounding rooms are
closed until further notice.
substance to "flower pollen."

In related 11ews, a Jackson County
family received a suspicious package
Frida); but tests confirmed that a powder found within did not contain
anthrnx or any other harmful biological

agent.
The substance was sent to
Springfield for analysis where an initial
report and a fin:il 48-hour test pw,cd
the powder harmless on Tuesday.
Rick Stnnecipher, supcr,isoiy special agent for the Carbondale resident
:,gency office oftlie FBI, said informa-

lion about the c:asc and the family
involved "ill not be released because
criminal im-estigations are pending. He
also said this case w.is just one of many
that h:n-e sprung up locally, and within
Illinois, that h:n-c turned out to be
nothing more than prnnks.
. "We have to be careful on what
infonmtion we give out, but it is
important that worn gets out that a lot
of this is a hoax," Stonecipher said.
Stonecipher said the area FBI is
doing :ill it can to handle the situation,

but \\nen biologictl threats arise, several :igcncies must wotk together.
The Jackson County Sheriff's
Department and the FBI oombined
forces with se1"Cral local :igcncies to
quell the situation, including the
Uni..-e:-sity's Center for Environmcnml
_Health and Safe!),
.
"These arc not the kinds of c:ills
anyone is used to h:ning,• Stonecipher
said"We h:n-etoputourheads together and that's what wc\-e done."
Despite local scares, George
Maroney, administrator of the

SEE SCARE PAGE
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U.S. battles
bioterrorism
with education
JANE HUH
DA!LY Em-rTIAN

With more reports of anthrnx cxposu=
mounting across the states, the Bush administration and medical health o.-pcrts arc attempting to quell the countty's state of anxiety.
On Monday, :i package sent to Senate
majority leader Tom Daschle tested positive for
antll?'..._. L:iter that C'o"Cning, the media reported
that th:: 7-month-old son ofan ABC news producer oontractcd a treatable form of antluax ,,ia
skin contact. He is cxpcctcd to recover with
antibiotics.
Whether these antluax exposures :ire associated with Os:una bin Laden remains unconfirmed by the FBI and other fed=! authorities.
•\Ve have no hard data on that yet, but it's
clear th:it _i,,·Ir. bin Laden is a man who is an C'oiJ
. man. He and his spokesmen :ire openly bragging :ibout how they hope to inflict more pain
on our counlI}', so we're watching C\'1!1}" piece of
C'oidencc," President Bush said at Monday's
nc:'o,'S conference. "I wouldn't put it past him, but
\\'C don't ha,·e hard evidence }'Ct.•
Anthrax is a rare, non-contagious, yet potenBUCKLE UP: Tamara Orr, a junior from East Meleen, feels what it is like to be in a crash at seven miles per hour. Don Schaefer
tially fatal disease humans can contract from its
bacterial
spores. The three ways in which
brought the simulator to SIU to demonstrate the importance of safety belts.
antluax is transmittable arc through ingestion,
open wound contact, or the most lethal, inhalation. In 80 to 90 percent of inhalation cases,
patients die, especially in cases in which the initial symptoms were ignored.
Once a person contracts anthrax, symptoms
''.As we begin the process of
GINNY SKALSKI
m:iy
manifest ,vithin the same week. Flu-like
Aff:iirs and prm'OSt to just ,ice chancellor and
DAILY EGYl'TIAN
seeking a pennanent person for
symptoms including fever and coughing appear
pn:,,'OSt. The modification "ill.d:uil)· the pn:,,'OSts
in the early stages. If left untreated, symptom~
the position, it will h,elp any appliposition as a "fun :imong cquah,~ Wendler said,
"ill persist to severe oonditions including par.tlSearch committees will be formed to fill n,., howe\'er, the job duties \\ill remain the same.
cant to understand the provost is
ysis
and breathing diffirulties.
The prcr.'OSt o\'ersces the Univcrsit)'s ac:u!cmadministr.1tn-e positions after next month's Bo.utl
second in command on campus."
Cum:ntly, the medical m:ukel distributes
ic mission, handlipg tenure and promotion offucofTrustccs meeting.
Cipro, an antibiotic lo treat the less leth:tl fonns
Chancellor Walter V. Wendler said he will ul ty, the ac:idemic budget and rcauitmenl and
Walter Wendler
of antluax cases. According to the Oct. 22 issue
h:n-e search committees in place for a permanent retention methods.
Chanc:enc.-,SIUC
of Newsweek, a11 U.S. embassies wen: told by
Wendler said he wants to modify the title so
,iec ch:mc:ellor for Ac:idemic Affiiirs and prm'OSt
the State Department to keep a three-day supand the newly ccatcd vice chancellor for Research that when the search begins for :i permanent danic office,; as rome people n:fer to it.
ply of Cipro.
"I
want
the
prcr.'OStto
be
_clearly
and
in
an
casposition almost immedi:ltc!yafterthe board's Nov. ptm'OS!, :ipplic:ints will_und=tand the position is
Anthrax organically resulted from soil,
8 meeting. Before the rommittec:s can be fonncd, the second in the ch:un of command after the ily.obscn':lble w:iy to be the =ond pesron on the
dcca)ing cm:asses or animals that digested oonthe board must :ipp.rove the ccation of the 'I-ice chancelloc The title change \\ill also help mem· cunpus.•
SIUC has not had a pcnn:incnt prm'OSt since taminated w.itcr or feed canying its strain, bacilchancellor for Research position, :ind it must bm of the cunpus rommunity comprehend the
July 1999 when former Interim Chancellor John lus anthracis. More than 80 years ago, rountries
:mthorizc a proposed change to the prm'OSt job prcr.-ost's position.
•As we begin this proc:es.s of seeking a perma- Jackson abdic:itcd the position to return to the including the United States and Russia genetititle.
Once the committees arc in place and the nent pesron for the position, ii will help any :appli- Political Science Department. Thomas GucmsCj; cally engineered some distinct bacterial strains
seuch is bunched, Wendler anticipates having the cant un~t:md the prmnst is seamd in com- dean of the SIU Law School, temporarily filled to be used as bio_logical warfare.In 1969, the US
. mand in the cunpus_and its not just for academic
spots filled by mid-summer.
.•
Wendler ,,ill be seeking apprm"a! of a title affiurs. It's, in a sense, :a little brooder than that."
SEE EDUCATION PAGE 13
SEE SEARCH PAGE 14
change for tl1e ·,ice chancellor for Ac:idanic _\Vci:d!er said. •Tiieyarc the_prcr.-ost, the chief:u::a•

Search for two administrators begins next month
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National Briefs - National Briefs - National Briefs - National Briefs - National Briefs
National Briefs - National Briefs - N
·efs - National Briefs - National Briefs
Post-attack travel
~ : ~~c'!~~m=ul~c\a~
about 800 pounds of magnesium were
down 34 percent
stored in the company's warehouse

Fire investigators are still trying to
detenning the cause of the explosion and
the amount of damage.
Several hours after the fire had been
exting_uished at Aero Tech, it reignited,
the Sept 11 attacks for the decrtSlSe.
U.S. Airfrnes carried 30.3 nu1rl0fl passengers ~~~'.!2:)'&IV prompting the evacuation.
in September, mmpared to 46 million in
~2000, according the the p.jr Transport
Shark attack victim
W<\SHINGlON - The airline industJy

~~~~~~~Mes
dee.lined 34.2 percent last month. blaming

Cool S

or

our Room

~~&£.~
611 S. Illinois Ave.
Carbondale. :IL 62901
(across :from Gatsby's)

lhe association ~ e d nearly a 50 percent decrease
in travel from the w?ek before the attad:s and the first full
week afta, the attadc- a drop for 9 mi16on passerlgelS to
5

m:~~!ts

have bei!tm to
more full. but
the numbers are bjtsed on a reduced~ schedule.

Explosion in Las Vegas
LAS VEGAS -An explosion Monday at Aero Tedi Inc., a
hob1!r rocket mmpany, injured three people. leaving one
1

:r:0:t~-:l-1:Se:~;t~~:~~~
of hazardous chemicals.

•

released from hosptial
PENSACOI.A, Ror. - Bght-year-old shark vidim, Jessie

~ who had his arm severed during a July attack,
was released from a hospital Monday.
Jessie.had returned to Saaed Heart Children's Hospital

::::

~~=

;~~~~~~:~;

Doctofs were able to reattach his arm after he was
attadted by a bull shark in the Gulf of Mexim, and he was
release Aug. 12. He was rehospitalized for a week in late
August because of mm11iications.
Jessie. who sufft:red brain injury due to lack o! blood.
was still unable to communicate. However, he was more
alert and mu!d follow people with his eyes.

International Briefs - International
Briefs - International Briefs outposts in Kashmir.
A spokeswoman from the Indian Foreign
Ministry said the Indian government was

Powell arrives
in India following
Pakistan meetings

:;.~t =::i~r~!

:ai~~~~:::i=~~~ed
without consulting superior officers.

NEW DEUi~ lnoia - Secretary of State
Colin Powell is aiming to gain more support
from Pakistan and India of the United States'
acti~a~":-}l:~~~ Pakistan's president. Gen.
Pervez Musharrat who said the mirrtary action in
Afghanistan should be short but stressed that Paljstan
~~d~'tf~tJ!'ee
;~:.for whatever length it
While Palcistan's government supports the U.S.-led
airstnltes, the munuy's conservative Musums have made
violent protests against the United States. Powell said the
~~i~thht~ -:f::lpeople who per,ert the truths of th1:
· Powell also met Tuesday with leaders from lnoia, and
stressed the importance of finding a way for Pakistan and
lndia to live in J>eace. lhe meeting followed an incident on
Monday when ihe Indian anny shelled Paljstani military

:!:w!~

Afghan cities sustain
heavy damage
KABUL. Afghanistan - The ,½han cities of Kabul and
Kandahar have sustained heavy damage during the ~
week as round-the-dock U.S. raids have fought to cnpple
the Tafiban, sources told CNN.

da:i,n:!8t,~~!lsr:~i;~~~~:~~t~~~~o~

began more than a week ago. Sources inside K;-bul said
bombs could be seen fallifl? from the sky all around Kabul
An Arabic Jelevision station reported that electricity and
water had been knod<ed ,,ut in Kabul, and that Northern
forces had begun to dose in on Taliban-controlled

:::_ce

. UNIVERSITY

TODAY
French dub
Grape and Waffle sale; Sl for one ite~ Sl.50 for both

• Andre Shan Thompson, 21, and Jason Michael
Richardson, 20, were
at 8:42 p.m. Monday and
charged with ill~al transportation of almhol on tinmln
Drive at the Phr-;ical Plant Both Thompson and
Richardson were released after posting the necessary
bond.

arrested

·

Oct. 17, 8 a.m.
South end of Faner Hall

Study Abrol!d Programs
Study in Britain information session
Oct. 17, 3 p.m.
Missouri Room. Student Center

• A Sony llideo camera and memcry stick were stolen

between 5 p.m. Thursda1 and 11 a.m. Monday from the
Life S::ience Ill Building. lhere was no sign of forced
and pofice have no suspeds in the theft The camera and memory stick are valued at $910.

Study Abrol!d Prowams
Study in Japan information session
Oct. 17, 4 p.m.
Missouri Room, Student Center

entry

PRSSA

Meeting
cambri~t!1;~~ Center
Gamma Beta Phi
General meeting
Oct. 17, 6 p.m.
Missouri Room, Student Center

Tuesday's graphic •Mill St Underpass." should have
read, •Motorists mming from the east will now be able
to use this undeipass to lead them onto on1: of the
above streets." The DNt.Y EGYPTwl regrets the enor.

American Advertising Federation
Meeting
Oct. 17, 6 p.m.
Room 1244, Communications Building

Readers who spot an error in a news artide should
~~2.th1: llAIIY &.mw1 Accuracy Desk at 536-3311,

The DAILY Em'PTIAN, the student-run nc~papcr of SlUC, is committed to being a trusted S0\11CC of news,
information, commcntuy and public discourse, wbilc helping readers understand the issues ufccting thcir lives.
ComputuT..:h.:
KwcSr.MII

FIClltyM>mgingF.diu:r.
LANtt SHD.t
DnpltyAdDinxtor.
SHIJUUK!wON

ctu.i6<il Ad Muager,
jDllYBUSJl
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nl u ht r
Chicago Comedy
Company provides
alternative to drinking
BETH COLDWELL
DAILY EGHTIAN

To keep students out of the bars,
Andy Eninger pretended to be a boy
in a \Voody Allen film who could not
make out "ith !us girlfriend \\ithout
i,,cning a nosebleed.
Eninger is one of three actors in

the Cluc:igo Comedy Company, an
improv group that entert:uned 120
students at Grinnell Hall to celebrate
Alcohol Awareness \','eek, which is
co-sponsored by the Student Health
Programs \Vellness Center and
Residence Hall Association.
The performance w::s similar to an
episode of"Whosc Linc is it Anyway.~
The actors began by expl:tining that
the entire show would be imprmised
based on suggestions from the audience.
Some audience members were
asked to come to the st:tge to make
sound effects, tell interesting stories
and act as props for the comedians.

SnvE .JAHNKE- 0AILY EGYPTIAN

Here, t,.vo students help Steve Matuszak and Jennifer Shepard (woman
standing on left) in a skit involving a local bar and a big shot glass. lhe
sponsored event was to celebrate Alcohol Awareness Week. Instead of a
night of booze, participants were treated to laughs and mocktails.

As audience members shouted out
questions, movie genres, Carbondale
locations and inanimate objects,
Eninger, Steve Matusz:ik and Jennifer
Shepard creatively c:woned around
the stage in crazy, spontaneous interpretations.
Shondella Madden, a sophomore
in business at John A. Logan
Community College from Cluc:igo,
said 1he actors in the Chicago
Comedy Company were open and
versatile.
"They had a lot of energy. and they
kept you interested,~ Madden said. "lt
was a chance to be real silly and basically make a fool of myse1£~
The company was founded in 1996
by :t\latusz:ik and Eninger after they
had graduated from Miami University
in Ohio. A year ago, they were joined
by Shepard.
Eninger said the company per·
forms at uni\'ei.ities and companies
across the country and uses nearly 75
audience-interaction g-.unes. Their pcr-form:inccs cater to company parties,
conferences and unh-ersi.ty celebrations
such as Alcohol A\\::areness Week.
He said the company is also hired
to pro\ide training to company and
university leaders, which focus on
diversity and spontaneity.
• "It puts them outside their safety
zone,~ Eninger s:ud.
Matusz:ik said that while the actors
deal \\ith some slightly contr'O\'Cl'SW
issues, no one has C\'Cf complained

STEVE JAHNKE -

DAILY EG..,.P1'1',N

Jessica Patrick, a sophomore from Quincy, Ill., acts as the arms for Chicago
Comedy Company's Steve Matuszak in a skit that took place at Grinnell
Hall on Tuesday night Patrick was one of the many students picked out
of the crowd to help the actors perform improvisational pieces.
that their comedy is offell!'ive.
"It gets students .•. comfonable
"Comedy is a big red flag," he said. "ith the people who brought them
•0urs is focused on being \'CI}' clean." in," Matusz:ik said. "\Ve were not at a
.Matusz:ik-stld using an improvisa- party, we were not drunk and yet it was
tional comedy performance is a more rip-roarin' fun."
appropriate and realistic way to celebrate Alruhol Awareness \Veek than a
Repcmer Beth Co!du.oell c.an be
speaker t:l!king about statistics and
rrochea al
dani,= of alcohol use.
sopranos02@hottnail.com

Government regulation of fertilizers questioned
Fertilizer Institute believes
sales should be monitored
MARK LAMBIRD
DAILY EGYrTIAN

In 1996, :t serene April morning was shattered
b)· an ,explosion that killed hundreds and left the
United States stunned.
Gus Bode
The o:plosion in
do\\ntown Oklahoma
City was caused by a simple mixmre ofammonium
nitrate, :1 common fertilizer and diesel fuel.
The Oklahoma Citv
blast that leveled th~
Alfred P. l'vlwrah Feder.u
Building was the largest
single terrorist amick on
the United States - until
Sept.11.
Gus says:
On Sept. 11th, another peaceful morning
This sure is a
stinky situation. :::~~ge~t~~~tli:;
nation to µkc no threat for granted.
After tlie Oklahoma City :ittack, the fedesal
£0''1!11lment raced to look into the bombing and

ways to pre,;ent amicks in the farurc, but they
stopped shon of puning guidelines into phcc regulating the sales arid distribution of fertilize:-.
Gm=unent agencies had hearings, but no laws
or regulations were approved that track the sales
of fertilizer.
Kathy Mathers, \ice president of public affairs
for the Fertilizer Institute in Waslungton, D.C.,
said after tlie blast her organiz:ttion issued guidelines for suppliers.
"The (Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
F"ueanns) suggested we put an awareness pro·
gram into affect," Mathers said. "It included get·
ting to know the cusromer, protecting the product
and ctlling authorities if something suspicious
hippens."
She said after the Oklahoma City bombing,
Congress put together an explosives study group
to study the risk of further amicks.
"ATF said ammonium nitrate is not an explosive because it \\ill not explode b)· itself;" Mathers
said.
The first attack on the \VorldTrade Center in
1993 also involved :t fotiliz.er. The fertilizer used
was made \\ith a ba.<c ofurea. Urea fertilizer is the
most common fertilizer used and accounts for 40
percent of worldwide fertilizer use, accoiding to
the Fertilizer Institute.
Because ofits chemical structure, urea fertilizer is more stable than ammonium nitrate. As a
result, it takes more knmvledge in chcrnisny to

produce a powcrful explosive.
"It is clear that someone like Timothy
McVeigh did not use advanced chemisny to
make the bomb in Oklahoma-Cit);" Mathers
said. "The bomb at the \Vorld Trade Center in
1993 involved much more advanced knowledge."
Ammonium nitrate is a fertilizer used in the
agriculture indusny for ,-.uious things, r.ll\,"lllg
from lmn care to field crop production.
The fertilizer is usually purchased in large
quantities from a supplier. When a large pun:hase
of fertilizer is made, it is generally applied by the
supplier. It can also be purcha.<ed in smaller
amounts for lawn care.
The Fertilizer Institute repons that Illinois
uses 1.1 percent of the total J.mJ11onium nitrate
fertilizer applied in the United States, the largest
user is .Missouri, which uses 17.7 percent.
Da\id Shoup, dean of the College of
Agriculture;, said University Farms keeps little of
the fertilizer on hand.
"We typically use the fertilizer on the day it is
purchased and it is applied the same day," Shoup
said.
The suppliers offertiliz.er knmv the customers
most of the time becau.<c the\· do business with
the same f.urners year after).,;_,., When an unfamiliar rustomer comes to a supplier and asks for a
large amount of the fertilizer it raises concerns,
Shoup said.
When a sale is made, a recortl is kept of the

"It is clear that someone like
Timothy McVeigh did not use
advanced chemistry to make
the bomb in Oklahoma City.
The bomb at the World Trade
Center in 1993 involved much
more advanced knowledge."
Kathy Mathers
vi<:e presidern of pubi,:: alla:.--s, Fe--.J:zer lns:rtlr,,

purchase. He said most of the times f.urnrn do
not pay for their fertilizer when they pick it up.
~Because farmers recci\-e rax exemptions for
the pun:ha.sc, they h:r,e to fill out a ticket that will
ha\-e their names on it," Shoup said.
The gm-emrnent does not require suppliers to
keep records of their sales, it is done strictly for the
business' m,11 recuros.
Shoup said security needs to be tightened up
not only by the suppliers but b)· the manufactures.
"We probably need to make people prm-e they
are farmers when they purchase ccrt:un chemicals
and seauit)' at the fertilizer plants need to be
inacased," ShOl.'P said.

Judge to rule· on motion in Moore case
illc:gal seizure of C\idence from the
Carbondale Police officers Stan
white BJ\·IW he had been dming Reno, Bl:tine Osman and Michael
minutes after the robbery·.
Blazinic testified their guns were
A Carbondale man awaits a
Police were able to link l\Ioore to nC\'Cf dra,m, they nC\'Cf screamed at
judge's ruling on a motion that the robben; because a concerned Moore and at no time was he C\'Cf
assens he should never have been community member followed told he was under arrest.
·
arrested after the March 24 armed J\loore as he drm-c from the ,icinity
A backg,ound check m-caled
robbe.ry oHvlidwcst Cash.
of the pawnshop and past Lincoln Moore's dm,:r's license was suspendOmar J. Moore, 20, faces charges Drive where Cluistopher Andrews ed and police arrested him because
of armed robbery·, aggravated kid- allegedly era.shed the getaway \-chi• · · officas had seen him dming the
napping and forcible detention for cle, killing Cristaudo and Custon. BMW dmm South Wall Street
his alleged role in the Midwest Caslr The citizen called police from his tmv:utl his apartment.
heist, whic:h led to the death oflocal cdl phone and notified police of
Ramos argued to Judge E. Dan
businesswoman Lucia L Cristaudo Moore's whereabouts.
Kimmel that her client should have
and Rohen Custon, the man who
Moore testified Tuesday that nC\-er been approached because the
had taken her hostage.
three Carbondale Police officers arresting officers were acting solely
Jackson County fyblic Dcfendo: 2J>Proached him at his :ipartment at on the information prmidi:d by the
Heidi Rarnos rontendcd Moore was . 500 E. College St. with their guns tipster and had no •.n::isonablc suspiillegally arrested and police made an dmvn =ming at him.
cion" that Moore had~ im-oh'Cd
BRETT NAUMAN

- - - - - - - - - _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •·•···•·--··.:· 1 .•.-."''\•• _. •

\·

. . . _ . __ .... ,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ : _... ,_,_"' "''"

in illc:gal beha\ior. Ramos said if the
arrest is quashed, other C'\idence collected should subsequently excluded.
Jackson County State's Attorney
Mike Wcpsiec said Moore's arrest
was simply a "casual interaction"
betwcer1 police and the communit):
Wcpsiec argued that the anesting
officers did nothing :o make Moore
think he was under arrest. Wcpsiec
said Moore could ha\'e legally
walked away from the officers if he
"ished to do so.
Kimmel said he \\'Ould rule on
the motion at a later date.

•hi-.-•·•.,•:_'

Reporter Breu Nauman
, can be miched at
brawler24@hotmall.com

Reparu:r Mark I.am!mI can
be rrochea ar
mwll7%lhottnail.corn
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CARBONDALE

SIUC debate
team shines
in tournament
The SlUC debate team performed

impressively at an intertOllegiate debate
tournament at the Univer.;ity of Kentucky
Oct. 6 through the 9. Two membels of the
SlUC debate team placed second in the
freshman preseason national championship. Freshmen M11ce Duggan. majoring
in business and cameron Grant, a phllosophy major. worked their ~ to the final
round, losing oofy to Harvard. More than
120 teams from SO schools parndpated in

the tournament.
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OUR WORD

Altering application fee makes sense
The Uni\·ersity decided la.st week to tweak the srudent enrollment application fee, which SIUC officials bclie\·e contributed to
a 954-srudert drop in enrollment.
The decision is both wise and timdr. \Vhen the fee was
implemented last October, Unirersity ~fiicials, particularly in
Srudcnt Aff.'lirs and Admissions, believed it would not have a
ne1:,,ativc effect on enrollment.
At the time, officials said the fee would, h part, weed out
non-serious applicants as well a~ generate additional money for
scholarships and enhance orerall enrollment. \Vhat a difference a
vear and 954 fewer srudcnts makes for fall 2002.
• The University "ill offer a waiver to srudents \\ith financial
problems or who come from low-income families. In addition,
SIUC will offer srudcnts a condensed version the Universitv's
Srudcnt Orientation Advisement and Registration progr.11~.
It would be ea,,-y to chastise or mock those who sought and
approved the fee, 1:,,iven the sizable drop in new srudent enrollment. Instead, we appreciate the attempt by Larry Di~tz, vice
chancellor for Srudent Affairs and Enrollment l\lanagement, and
\,\'alker Allen, director of New Srudent Admissions, to rectify the
problem.
Implementing thi~ new policy \\ith the less than half the

R E :\ D E R

semester finished is a sign that officials arc already looking
toward next year. To do so now is a good time, instead of allowing the siruation to linger.
·
Dietz and Allen, both of whom supported the fee, could ha\·c
easily placed blame on other factors for the enrollment drop. TI,e
fee is not the sole reason, yet both officials admitted it could have
affected srudcnts \vith financial trouble.
Not only is such honest candor from our Unh;crsity officials
refreshing, but the omission demonstrates thoughtful foresight
and vision from two key SIUC officials. No policy, h<'wever wdl
intentioned, is free from additional scrutiny after it is established.
TI1e new initiath·es may 11ot soh-c e\·ery problem, but to do
nothing in light of the recent enrollment drop \',vuld hare been a
mistake. Still, the initial concerns for implementing the fee are
\':!lid.
Non-serious students \\ill think harder about enrolling at SIU
with the fee in place. Recognizing that many scr:ous srudents
may have been left out in the cold due to personal financial issues
was the only fair thing to do.
We arc hopeful that the decision to alter the fee will allow
every prospccth·e srudent the opportunity to share and participate
in SIU's learning environment.
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The war on teirorism: African interest?
Afric:m srudents should be especially critic:tl
of the accent devclcpment of foreign policy
issues that ha,-c dC\-cloped in response to the
Sept. 11 anacks on America. Are "'C to be especially happy or content at the loss of innocent
lives in Afghani~· Jn? l\fore import:intly, we
should ask if the Sept. 11 attack was rc:illy an·
~t:ack on rur way of life.
l\lan\' American citizens \\ill bclk•1:e that to
be "A~ritan-i.; the most important identifying
ch:ir:ic:cri,;:c, but Africans: \\'C k:aow different.
This being the c:ise, does our interest coincide
\\ith the m-crwhclming interest of the politic:tl
state? Historic:tlh; the racial interests that would
e\'Oke n:1tionalism and American pride have
since been different for Africans and E'.ll'Opeans.
The e:xperiences of an Africm in Ame.-ica
repeated'.y reminds us that we are only a part of
America when the "American" decides that we

standing of"who• we are, or a seemingly incon·
venient remnant of the post-cnil rights era. Jf
we bcliC\'C that \\'C havi: a unique rulrural inter•
est that comes before the "ensl.m:d Africans"
omm O
obligation lo th.: sta:,; we accept that certain, jf
not most Americ:n policies do not take the
Africans' c.xperience in Am.rica into considera·
tion.
BY TOl\!MY CURRY
As such, can a culturally aware African adopt
this "war" as a just cau.se? lfwe are Africans, \\'C
kyta_,w:m~hotmail.com
should C\-aluate "pclic{hased on one:; our inter·
est and two; our association with politic:tl acts
should be. Can we rc:illy adopt the "first war of
:ig;unst other culrures.1bis is an em that our
the 21st century" as an embodiment of a
• African ger.cration "ill be p:u1icularly helpful. If
"worthwhile" politic:tl cause?
we decide that we are Americans f1..-st and thar
Th,- question rc:illy boils down to whether or discrimination does not exist and we are equally
not African students bcliC\'C that our
treated and represented in all walks of life,
cultural/racial identity is a permanent part of
standing behind America and agaimt the
humanity of other cultures is preferable.
our "sclfhood," and insc:parable from the under·

MY N

The bottom line is that \\'C have ro take a
stand and clarify these positions; \\'C cannot
allow misguided joumalisti: to paint a picrurc of
"American \ictimiz:ition" and tel1 a sto,y of
"American allegi;mce" when the murder of
Afri.::ins goes unabated, when the discrimination in the wmkplace goes _unchecked, and the
assauh on African students' intcllectual freedom
is SJJ1ctioned in universities by martial law.
When v.~ pledge allegiance to the flag of the
United Sta:c:s of America, do we rc:illy want to
admit to ourseh'CS th.it W<: are swearing an allegiance to a politic,! body resplmsible for our
,ictimi2.1tion?

~fr Nm1MO appears on WcdnC5(fay. Tommy
is a senio~ in philosophy and i,::ilitical sci•
ence. His views do not necessarily reflect
those of the DAlLY EGYPTIAN.

Easy asrc?
OK, he,;,•s the clung: I can't do math.
At first, I thought] had dyscalculia or
,omething. but l don't think the problem re:illy
lies in reading the signs. l know what a multiplication sign is and a di\"ision S)mbol and all
the rest, bm somehm,· when l go to work the
math problem, I end up making gibberish.
Then l thought,"\Veil, I can't even pay
attention when they explain it on the board.
.'.\la,-be I ha,·e Attemion Deficit Disorder." But
it isn't :hat l ha,·e :rouble focusing, either. You
gi\·e me literature, hisrory, 5-cien.:c, whate\·cr
else, and I can pay :mention. But something
about math and even the word itself makes me
instantly stop listening.
And I feel bad :ibout it. Guiln; e,-cn. I
mean. there arc zillions of people" out there
whose entire jobs and li,·es m•oh·c around
math, and meanwhile I just don"t care. I can"t
help not caring either. I mean, l know that we
wouldn"t ha,·e the space shuttle, or arclutecture,
or e,·cn Poker night \\ithout math, but some-

Not Just
Another
P:..iddy Face
BY GR:\CE PR1DDY
vulc,inioi:icS I@hutmail.com
how that seems '"Cl)', ,-ery diffc1ent fiom this

class I sit in C\'Cn"liaY where I learn about Euler
circuits and statisti~. It is like another world
out tl1ere, but I"1I nc-.·er get to see it if l c:in"t
figure out the formufa for hypotenuse.
l think the problem started in grade school.
Those word problems bothered me a lot. I
could do them, mind \'OU. I could solve e\'cn
the trickiest ones \\ith ease, but I think that's
when the spite started forming. They couldn't
C\"Cn

ha\"e normal scell:IJlos in Sawn math. No, they
had to ha,-c these ridiculous people "ith rid,c,;.
lous names and C\-en more ridiculous predicaments, and they needed my help to get out of
trouble.
E.x:imple: Olga and Hortense en:e1ed a con•
test counting diddlypoos in sets of IO. while
Boris and Bc.mreg.ud were grouping the:.r did·
dlypoos by the d07en. If there are 2.!0 diddly·
poos in each pile, how many sets will each team
ha\'e?
\Vho the diddl)poo cared? I always felt so
insulted by these questions that I refused to
soh-e them. If Boris and Hortense had so
much time on their hands that they stood
around all day counting silly thin~, they did
not deserve my :mention or my help.
The hate only grew from there. By high
school, I w:is tr.mm:i.tiud by the whole thing,
miserably wading through Geometry my
senior year. College only brought more of the
same. 1 began with c:tlculus, dropping iL Then

I ~-ased into Tech math, only to drop it, too.
This semester ] di~covc:rcd "Conternpcrary
.i\Iath ~ It's supposed to be math for people
who can't do math; \"OU don"t even ha,c to
know hnw to add o; subtract, but sadlv I had
:o drop it too. liI could b"e jus: one wish
granted, I would tie these book autho:s down
and iorcc :hem to listen to their uwn mind·
nun.1bing wnrd problems un:-il thL'),' c.rit:d, rueful of the day they killed math for peop!e like
me. But I kno\,~ mv wisf, will nc·;;er come true.
I frd hopeless, and I know that somewhere,
:-.tr. Sa.,on is lounging leisurely in his mamion
builr b\' textbook revenue, dotht-d in satin
pajam~s and surrounded by his bc,mtiful mathematician~. Their names are probably Olga and
I-Iortens.e, too.
Nar Jusr A:-:ornER PRIDDY FACE apr=rs
on Wcdm!5dar. Grace is a ~nior in architecrural ~mdics. Her views do not nCCL"'\.Sarily reflect those of the DAILY EGYPTIAN.

LETTERS
Rebuking Bucke
DEAR EDITOR:
Where docs one begin to refute the
claims of Mr. Buekcs letter? Let's do
them in order, shall we? 1) RccJ'l:]ed
p,pc:r is definitely cost prohibim-e- if
~-ou·ne buying it fiom Boise. Why on
Earth \\uuld they w•nt to offer• good
price on recyded P3pcr \\Den their real
profits mm from cutting d<Mn trees? On
the other h3ml, ifa buy1:r were to go
through a romp,ny dedicated to =)ded.
tm:•frec(sucha!cottonorlan:if).nc:1·
chlorine bleached P3pcr, they would find
a price very much comp>.nble to Boi.<c:s
\'iigin p,pc:r.
This ss w}!at our orgoruzation found
during the =rm Mr. Bucke cb.ims ""
didn"t do. 2) With the ins,tiable appetite
for paper"" h3,..e in this world, we h3vc a
choice-increase chcmieal use h\· a ccruin
amount for pi:oa:ssii'.ig. or cut cl<M.i the
n,m:uning 10 pem:nt (four pen::,:nt in the
United Stares) of the world's.old growth
forem. Pcoorully, I like oxygen :ind fore<t
bio.ln..:nity since th= an: i,:nport2nt
key,; for species SUl'\>n..J 300 all. 3) \Vith
the proper <1lurnion on how to maximiu:
eli.cicncy in paper use, such as doublesiding pages :ind r.using waste p::--;,r, the

=rus?

I cncour.:igc all students to =n:.h
this topic for thcmsd1'CS instead of taking
Boise's ""rd for it, a! it seems Mr. Bucke
has done.

Neal Young

prmd,nl, St:ulmt Em:imrmn11::I Cmtrr

usqs,,._,,

God on our side
in 'Holy War'
DEAR EDITOR:

The American spirit of democracy
can't be: destroyed by any tcrronsts in thls
whole wide \\-Orld. The mad men terrorists that attacked the \\'orld Trade untcr
and the Pent2g0n ignittd a lb.me for a
Holy War called World War Ill. The
united Sutes 2ttaek on Afghanistan -..ill
start the battle oflsr.id. Man:hing to
Zion.
The beginning of the tcrronst war is
tuld in Ezekiel 0--cr 2,500 Y""-" :,go, the
prophe: f.u:lcicl ulkrd about terrorist
nation5 att:liling the sme oflsncl Bible
prophecy aum"CS on Khedulc at the God
of ls!'2cis appointed time. In Ezddel,
chapters 38 and 39, ir r.tlks about terrorist
nations .1t2ek on Juad, but P ~ the

F!ght AIDS, ignorance
DEAR EDITOR:

Lately, I ha,-e a.1ked for contributions for this Saturday·s (Oct. 20)
AIDS Walk and asked other.1 ifthoy
would be \\illing to .walk the 1. i miles.
Funds an, to go to research and education/support provided by Southern
Illinois Regional EIT,,11 for AIDS
(SlREA). Someone said to me that ht
"did not bc:liC\'e in that w:uk." \Vith
te2r-filled eyes, 1 said 1 mtunly did
because 1 h2d hemophiliacs in my f.imi•
h· (their blood d=n't dot).
Hemophiliacs who recci\·ed dotting
factor.; in the arly 'SOs contr.icted
de2dly AIDS from pooled lud blood
products. They ruffettd not only from
this horrid disc:isc but also from the
ignorance and insensiti,il)· of those
who did not understand that AIDS
could only be: passed on in cerwn w2ys
and not by =ual contact. This is how
the Rid,, Ray Act p,sscd in Congrc,s
to compensate those who were given
these tainted blood products from pharm::1ccuti~ ccmpanies whost executives

considered their profits mon, imporunt
than the li1·cs of many innocent people.
O,·er 5,000 people in the United
St:1tcs with bluding disorders have
died,
and deaths continue. Currently,
~{~t~=hift Lord the terrori.<t 1utions an: dd"eatcd. Ir
many innoa:nt babies here and around
using trcr-frcc p>pet for 3 long tin.c now
t>kr.s s:-...en year., !<> hum their """"-pons
h2'..e the HIV virus at birth
the
world
in our copiers :md printer.1 "'ith none of
and SC\'Cll months lo bwy their dead.
from their infected mother.,. And C\-cn
thej:unming or <jU21ity ;,robkms l\1r.
This Bible prophecy will happen in the
though
m:inywomen
and men contnct
Bucke cb.ims there sho\tld b,,_ 5) Sojing
not-so-distant future.
.AIDS by their sexual ac:u, should we
the Boise plant.s mon, trtts than they
The United States of America nccn•
not favor funding to educate abo11: this
hal'\-...t each year is my misl~ing.
to always stand by Isr2cl\; side. ls=! is
incurable disease; especially for young
Wh3t they do i, called mono-cropping.
the United States' friend. ls=! is Gods
people? Don't most of us know young
They rq,bcc iurural forcsu ,.;th a single , · chosen people. God "ill bless the .;..,.
people who sometimes t2kc risks
kind of= which totally destroys the
:hat bless lsncl and= the ones that
because they setk to be lcn-ed or accept·
cur.;c Is=!.
fo=t"• biocm-.nil); leading to a whole ·
cd?
.
slew of problems for h = and non·
The United Sates and Isr.icl as part·
• 1 am most upm by religious people
humans :ilikc. 6) Boise DOES h:tn'CSI
nm will stamp out tmorists worldwide.
old-grt"'~h. l would be: mo:,: than happy
For if Goci be: for you, "Do can be: against . who show no mercy, empathy, forgil-cncs$ or sensitivity to those suffering
10 shaw •qnnc the pictures to p.rm'C iL 7)
you?
from AIDS- presuming, 1 suppose,
If thi> gm! is unr=o,ublc, why h3ve ~
that they all deserve to suffer and die.
many other unhmiri,:sjn this ,ution SU<:·
Some of these so-c:illcd Christi:uu may
tttdtd in rcrnmir.g Bo~ from their

~;';{'~~~=-

find thar when they get to the "pearly
g:ites" th3t their 1 Drd is \"~'}' displeased
with their surly ~ttitude.
Pl"'1se support this walk. .AIDS is
currently at epidemic proportions
throughout the world, and we c:m no
longer ignore it or srom all who h>l-e
it.

Eileen Troutt-Ervin
ASSIXUllll'rcf=r
SIUC Hralth Cm Pefmu-rJ

Crybaby Curry
DEAR EDITOR:

1 am writing in response to the article
written by Tommy Cuny on Oct. 10.
This guy really bothers me on how much
he diseu>.scs ramm. What 1 don't understand is that thls subject is the only thing
Mr. CllrJ}·"ill talbbout. What l w~mdcr to myself;. if this racism and opprcs·
sion h3ppc:,s to him on a regular~ or
if he w21ches tek,ision and i=s it happening to others in other cities and st:1tcs.
And "DY would you no: call younclf an
American? Arc you so ,poi!:J that no
nutter wlur this rounrn· coes for \'Oil,
)D'~willstilln~<".ll)~an •
American? Why are you so angt)-?
Instead oflooking at the ncg,m-.
;,,"pccis of this so-calJcd "homl:lc" counuy
)'OU li\..e in,lookat the good. You= do
anything )'OU want in Amerio 2nd succted just like anybody else. fm 5UlC you
are a tilcnted person. but you'n, spending
most of your time arguing and complain·
ing instad of su=eding. Ifyou feel ro
opp,cssed. show that )'OU can do some·
thing better tiun them. You should be:
proud ofyour heri12ge .. \\'C all arc. Who
is ,.._"tually Ammcm? All of us hn-c heritage in 2n0ther counuy, but"-. wtte
bom here. How would }'OU ftd in another counuywhere the rules an: different,
-..nc:re the men •re ttottd like sln'CS still
to this d.y 2nd run-. no freedom:
The only thing that} a,ki, that}""
write something po,itil'C about our

United Swes. especi.illy wlut our coun·
uy is going through 0\-=s. A.nd finally,
qoit being such a aybaby.
Matthew Alan Kuntz
JD:ior,fcmtry

The real injustice' of
Miss Black Eboness
1

DEAR EDITOR:
Tmv Dem said it best whcn he staled.
"A~ injustia: ha, occu=d on the

sruc campus."

This·= ,.-i:uka! the 30:h Annivcr.;anof the Miss Black Eboness p,gean;., and i:"
supreme bastion of
print media, The D.\ll.Y EC\'l"J"IA.-:. 11-..:e
real injusncc, in rr.y mind.= when
public a'Clts are hcli to pnmotc raci>l
sqr.tr:itism. Any female, regwlc<s of=
or aced, CUI be cr01,ned as the SlUC
Homcroming Qiiec,t. Ifone of my "hire
si.•t.ls fcit the pres.sing n=l to be cr01,ned
the next "Miss Bbck Ebono," would she
bc: .Uowed 10 compete? Would she get to
showc= her God-gn= talents to pos;th'C!)· ;,romotc the white a,mmunil)~This
alljustdocsntscem right to me.
Iftl-.ae w•sa ".Miss hwyncss
P.,gt:ant," the Anglo-Sn-on community
rould rally :uoond our whit<: sist:a", and bask
in their glor}; th:mking them for giving
binh to our white nation. If this were e1-cr
to lufpcn, (whk.'i I don't thick would
bcousc it\; hard to pronoona: the word
"1''Dlyn=1 howlongdoy,.-:, think it
would be: h:foneJesscJ:d=t, the
NAACP and the nun -Johnnie Cr-chnn,
would nun:h dcMn the "Cljl and apprcs·
sil-c" streets o f ~11,e
"Europe:m-Amaicans" ofCarlx>rxlalc ho\-c
been unjustly denied the right t o ~ our
lily,whitcqu=,s.
But ladies, I just want to le% you know
that us Europcan-Amaican mcri an:
chtclin)t>U DUL l'=c.
w.,s not a,,,=rl bv the

.,,,;.,.~11~
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Anti-anxiety drug usage rises
ALE:SA AGUILAR
DAILY EG\TTIA~·

111c number of ami-a11xietv
prescriptions has jJmped sm!denly since the Sept. 11 attach,
especially in rhc New York and
\\'Jshington,
D.C.
areas,
according to n:cent data.
J\1orc Americans ha\·e turned
to anti-anxiety drugs after the
terrorist attdcks killed mon: than
5,000 people, and the country
becam. embroiled in a new w:ir
on terrorism.
NDCHcalth, a private company that pro\ides _information
to the health care industry,
pulled together numbers on
selected prescription drugs for
The \Vashington Post.
The company looked at numbers for \Vashington, D.C .• and
New York City as well as surrowuiing towru and counties in
Vizginia and New York for the
weeks before and after the attack!'
through Sept. 28 as comparro to
the samt weeks in Sept. 2000.
The numbers show that the
amount of filled common antianxiety prescriptions remained
fairly constant throughout the
year, but then suddenly spiked in
the last month.
For =mp!e, a 1,=eric brand of

Xan:ix, called :ilorazolam, was used
22 pcrccnt mo~ in New York and
16 pe=nt more in Washington
during th: waek of Sept 28, comparro with a year carliei: National!);
it increased by9 pcrccnt
For a genc.;c version of
Valium, c:tlk-d diazcpam, the
number of filled pr=:riptions
wrotup 14percentin \Vashi11!,>1on
and 8 pc=t in New York com·

parro to last year. There was a 3 with the n:percussions of the
percent national incre:ise.
event on their tele\ision screens.
~People here in Southern
'The numbo of prescriptions
filled for Ambicn, .i popular sleep- Illinois are affected because of
ir.g pill. the week of Sc-pt. 28 \\".is 20 communication," Gratcrs:ud. "You
J"'TCelll gro:irer than a year earlier,
hear .ibour things, like anthrax, you
23 percent greater in New York and see it \isually on the TI'."
29 peroent in Washington.
Dr. Roy Joy, a counseling
A sudden jamp in anti-anxi- psycholog.st at the SIUC coun·
cty prescriptions is not surpris· seling center, has observed much
ing considering the results of of the same thing - patients
recent sun·eys. Thn:e weeks who had anxiety about other
after the a~,1cks, 42 percent of aspects of their life now have
Americans said they were ,concern about the attacks.
"Part ofit might be a sense of
depressed, 21 percent described
difficulty concentrating on work something we can't control," Joy
and 1S percent n:ported :nsom- said. "There is an uncertainty
nia, according to a survey done nor only about what happened,
by the Pew Rese:ireh Center for but about whM is to come."
the People and the Pn:ss.
He hasn't s~n a sudden jump
In the Southern Illinois region, in people seeking hdp, and said
local pharmacists and medicine the support center in the Student
distribution centers, such as Center the week of the attack
Vitamin World, n:ported no sig- might ha\'c dcflec!ed some of the
nificant increase in the number of demand for counseling.
Anti-anxiety
medication
anti-anxiety pn:scriptions and
m-er-the-countcr medicines.
should not be an ~utom~tic
lt might be too soon to tell, response to feeling anxious,
though. Psychiatrists like Dr. Grater said. He said medication
Simeon Grater, of Carbondale, should be considered for people
s::hedulc appointments months whose anxiety has interfered
in advance, so he said he has not with the functioning of their
yet seen if the attacks have daily ives.
cmsed an increase in people
"We all hc::r about it and an:
r:eeding treatment.
affected," Grater said. "But peo·
What Gr.iter has obscr,i,d is pie who need medication arc
that the patients that already haJ ones whose he.irt is constantly
problems with anxiety and depres- in their throat ... they are mon:
son are ha,ing al: ·rder time deal- intruded by it.•
i:1g \\ith the =.,t events.
He said that medication is not
"1bis is another push, another the only answer for Americans
thrcatroing men:= for them to who arc ha,ing trouble coping in
ruminate over." Grarcr said. "They the aftermath. Grief counseling,
:ire more wary of things, they ju,.-t psychotherapy and relaxation
techniques arc all alternatives.
can't keep their mind cffit."
Grater said people with anxiety and depression have a difficult
Reporter Alexa Aguilar can k
time beca= they arc faced daily
reached at :iaguilar I 9@aol.com

NEWS

USG sponsors 'Pie Jam'
BEN BOTKIN
DAlll F.GYl'TIAN

SIUC students will ha,-e a ra.-c oppo11u·
ru1:y on Satiuday to tl.row pies at tl1e president
of
Undergraduate
Student
Gm=ment for a good c:iu.ce.
Pie-thro\,ing is only :i small part of"Pie
Jam," a fund-raiser ~·\'ent O\'CISCCO by USG
than,ill aid ,ictims of the Sept 11 tcITorist
attacks on the World Trade Center and
Pcnt.1g0n. The fund-raiser is fiom 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Satwday a! the Fn:e Forum Arca
during tailgating and \\ill ha\'c li\'c entertunment and music. The Free Forum Arca
is located west of the parlcing garage and
south of Parkinson Laboratol}~
All proc=ls will go to the American
Red Cross Disaster Relief Fund, said M:uy
Wallace, a USG senator who has been
coordinating the event
"[USG] wanted to put on an event that
would unite the students to support a worthy cause," Wallace s:ud.
Wallace s:ud she is hopeful to see students as well as communitv members
attend tl:e e\'.Cflt, which is ~pen to the
public.
USG President Mfchad Perry said
events such as the fund-raiser are a good
way fur the student gm-ernment to be more
invol\'ed with students and the community.
"The senate has done an cxcellent job of
planning this," Perry said. "This falls right in
'l'ith what we have been hoping USG
would do this yeait
Peny also joked that he does not mind
ha\ing pies lobbed at him as long as he gets
to cat one afterw:uds.
Untied, a bcal altcmativ= band, will belt
out runes during the fund-raiser. C:irnpus
radio station WIDB "ill also provide music
and <lli;c jockeys during the C\-cnt
Nick G2lc, WIDB's gene:-al manager,
said he is pleased that the station can be
invo}\'ed.
"This is WIDB's way to help those

in\'Ol\"ed in tl1e :raged);" Gale s:ud.
Another attraction is Matt Jones, a local'
15-ycar-old comedian who "ill perform a
stand-up routine for the audience. Jones
began stand-up routines \,ith hdp from
Randy Hahn, an SIUC accounting professor who hdped :irrange Jones' appearance at
the fund-raiser.
"It's kind of a running joke between us
for him to call me his 'agent,~ Hahn said.
"The kid's got talroL"
Much of Jones' act consists of impres·
sions, Hahn said, adding that the comedy
routines are free of any profanitr
The entCltainment is free, with chaiges
only for throwing pies at the willing \'Olun·
t=s. Wallace said the event is also going to
raise money by selling pwplc ribbons.
"We're selling ribbons to symbolize
unity and support tm,':l!d the relief efforts,~
Wallace said.
And people looking fora hot USG date
,~ill ha\-e the chance to buy one - at an
auction where people can bid for a date.
Male and female USG senators and othen;
\\ill be available for bidding, Wallace s:ud.
"They11 hang out "ith you after the
auction,~ she said.
Wallace s:ud she appreciates the help she
has rea,;-.ed fiom different student groups
and USG senators. The C\-cnt, originally
scheduled for the Friday of Homc:coming
weekend, was postponed because ofweather conditions.
Wallace said she could still use \'Olunteers - both for the pie throw and the auction.

Rcparter Ben Borkin am be micheJ az
be:njaminbotkin@hotmail.com
THROW A PIE!
,-Th--;;;;;;;;;.;;,ser will be on Satumy from 10,
1 a.m. to 1pm. at !he Free Forum Area. For !

i more lnfonnation or to vofunteer. cafl Mary j
Wallace at 536-3381.
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Agriculture administration pushes farm bill

New bill targets
W~consin voyeurs

Dean and chairman
active in legislation

MISSY )ENCO
Tm MARQUETTE TRIBUNE {MARQUETTE U.)

MIKE.PETTIT
DAILY EGYITIAN

MILWAUKEE (U-WIRE)-PeepingTomsin
VvJSCOnsin may soon have nothing more :o look at than
cold stone w:ills and a set of solid steel bars.
The "\V-1SCOnsin stare Senate urumimous!y passed a
bill on Oct. 4 to increase the penalties for ,ideo
voyeurism. Sen. Kimberly Plache (D-Racine) and Rep.
Mark Gundrum (R-New Berlin) introducrd the bill
that would toughen penalties for videotaping or photographing people in the nude without their consent
when they arc in a situation where privacy is e,:pected.
The bill would :ilso make it a cirne to place such ,ideos
or photographs on the Internet.
The bill replaces a 1996 \"O)'CUl1Sm law that the
Wisconsin Supremi: Court found unconstitutional last
summer because it was too broad. lt proluliired all
depictions of nudity made without consent including
:utistic, politic:il and newsworthy depictions that arc
protected by the Fust Amendment.
Under the new bill, not 011lythe people who produce
the original images would be punished, but :ilso the people who reproduce such images.
The new bill would make \"O)i:urism a felony with a
m:oamum 5entence of fu-e years and prison and up to
Sl0,000 in fines. Under curn:nt law, offenders are only
being charged ,,ith disorderly conduct or trespaswig.
Just last month, in New Berlin, a 28-ycar·old man
was 3,ra:ed after a 17-year-old girl found a hidden
camera in the \"ell! of a tannings:ilon booth.
ln another incident, a man was acrused of,idcotap-ing his girlfriend's 15-year-old daughter as she
undressed. The man allegedly went so far as to attach a
,idea camera to a pole ::nd dangle it outside the bathroom window.
The bill was origin:illy pai..sal in the Assembly in a
97-0 W>te on Maich 20.

Farmers are not the only people eager to
hear how new agriculture legislation will
change their lives. Two SIUC administrators are also involved in the political process
of agriculture improvement.
On Oct. 5, the House of Representatives
pas5Cd a farm bill dealing with ways to
improve agriculture commodities, conser\'ation, trade, research, nutrition and rural and
foresuy development.
Farmers are nmy muting for the Senate
to draft its \'ersion of the bill, also known as
the Farm Security A::t 2001, and then vote
on it. lf passed, the Conference Committee
would then iron out the differences
between the two pieces of legislation and
create a new, negotiated bill.
Dean of Agriculture, Da,1d Shoup, and
Chair for the Department of Agribusiness
Economics, Steven Kraft, have become
acti,·e in the politics to better the agricultural world.
·
"It truly is a piece of legislation that
comes from the roots of the people it saves,"
Shoup said.
Discussion from county meetings, or
field meetings, turn into policies which are
adopted by farm bureaus, which is then
brought to attention in 1.Vashington, D.C.,
where the legislation begins, Shoup said.
Kraft was im·olvcd \\1th a national surw:y of voters in June, obtaining the public's
opinion on various farm bill policies.
Along \\1th a colleague, Kraft conducted
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David Shoup
dean, College of Agricui".ure

The farm bill pases as a "great big
authority blanker; which may allow for the
appropriation _offederal dollars to hdp rcnm-ate and build facilities for research in
higher learning institutions like SIUC,
Shoup said.
"I can only renm-ate so many olJ broom
closets; Shoup said.
Agricultural research tends to get overlooked because the issue is buried under all
of the economic issues, and also because
most legislators don't knmv the importance
ofit, Shoup said.
Bioterrorism r!'search, the study of how
biological or chemical agents kill people
and animals, is one area of study that has
recently come up because of the Sept. 11
tragedy.
"People don't realize that they're able to
drink a safe glass of milk without WOIT}1ng
about dying from anthrax because we did
the research in pasteurization," Shoup said.
The anticipation builds as people wait to
hear word from th: Senate, but no matter
how it drafts the bill. everyone will be
affected.
"Everybody eats, everybody wears
clothes," Kraft said.

Reparu:r Mike Pettit can be reached at
fo10mike3@hotmail.com
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"People don't realize that they're
able to drink a safe glass of milk
without worrying about dying
from anthrax because we did
the research in pasteurization."

Then stop by and talk to Lyle Cline about l\fining Engineering.
Engineering A319e
Ppone: 618-453-6880
Email: cline@engr.siu.edu
Web: www.engr.siu.edu/mining

IDwfur.f@.nln~•• 9a.m.-3p.m.

:w~·~6•7p.m.

five focus groups in Wisconsin, Michigan,
New York, Texas and California to form the
questions for the survey.
The information was then shared with
various House and Senate members in July,
which enabled them to focus on the issues
of the bill, Kraft said.
"The impact is going to depend upon
which view and which position prevails,"
Kraft said.
1n the past three years, crop prices have
been low because worldwide production
has surpassed the demand, causing farmers
ro rely on government assistance rather
than the marketplace. Without an assembly ·
line to speed up the process and perfect
nature, agriculture has suffered.
"There are many farmers that would not
.:xist without government assistance,"
Spencer said.
Tne Farm Bill passed in 1996 expires on
Sept. 30, 2002, which is why advocates are
hopeful the new legislation, which if
passed, will last for 10 years.
"We've worked very hard to see that the
bill p=d the House of Representatives,"
Spencer said. "We're very excited.~ .
Research is another area that relies
hea,ily on the bill's passage. Agricultural
research is necessary to provide a food and
clothing source for this nation as well as
others, Spencer said.
"Since 1974, public research has been
relativdy flat,~ Spencer said.
Shoup has been a major player involved
with the farm bill and research, having
assisted writing proposals fo, many organizations including the National Council for
Food and Agricultural Research and the
National Association of State Universities
and Colleges of Agriculture.
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Pestival
Bill and
Connie
Garrison of
Carmine
show off
their
purchases
in front of
Owl Creek
Winery. Bill
and
Connie
had
traveled
from
Carmine to
take part
in the
winery
tour.

Vi~·;ards
STORY ElY SARAH ROBERTS

P11oros BY ALE., HAGLUND

Y

ou know you really like wine when not even a
near-flood can keep you away from the vines.

Owl Creek Winery
employee Bill
Mccreery seives
up a glass of wine
in the upstairs
portion of the
\'Vinery while the ., ,
crowd mostly took .: :their wine with ,\a~
them to watch the &,_
band pl;,y below. i..__:"•-·_;_;....:..,_ _'.::....,_ _ _:.....:..=..uJ~

Under the pavilion of Owl Creek Winery, w.ne tourers watch the band Blue Afternoon play in the
fermenting room near the winery's vats and barrels.

W

hile weaker wuls burrowed
deeper under covers and curled
up on couches \\ith bowls of soup,
thousands of wine aficionados braved
the clements and trekked to local ,iney:irds last weekend to find their fix.
Torrential downpours couldn't stop
them. Neither could flooded streets
and power outages.
Visitors from as far away as Florida
made the trip to the Shawnee hills for
what has become a fall tradition for
local \\ineries - a festival that incorporates food, wine and music with the
natural beauty of Southern Illinois.
The festh-al, which just celebrated
its sixth year, sp.ms two days and draws
an eclectic mix of guests, from ,~ne
connoisseurs to college students and
their ,isiting parents to the occasional
passerby.
Jeff Bean, from the Owl Creek
\\inery, said it's the festival's Ii,·ely
atmosphere and friendly faces that
prompt guest~ to return year after }"ear.
"Ir allows people to come back and
c.xperience things they did the year
before," Bean said.
TI,e festival focuses hea,ily on
experiencing the natural beauty of the
Shawnee area and promotes the
changing colors of the fall scason as a
main attraction. And the strategy
works, according to Brianna Grass
•
from the Von Jakob winery.
"It's fun cveiy October to see all
the changing colors of the season,"
Grass said.

However, muddy brown was the
predominant color for most of the
weekend, as thunderstorms swept
through the region, shutting down
festivities at 1Uto Vineprds on
Saturday. But Sunday proved more
promising as festh·al-goers packed
picnic lunches and stretched out on
blankets overlooking the 10-acrc
,ine}"3rd.
Adults sampled a ,·ariety of wines
and danced to the music of St.
Stephen's Blues while children chased
each other through rows of plants,
squealing with delight.
Grass said Von Jakob was able to
accommodate
visitors
despite
Saturday's hea\'y showers because the
winery is equipped ,~th an enclosed
deck. And while the weather may ha\·c _
been dismal, attitudes were still sunny.
"Ir's a great party more than anything," Grass said. "Everyone had
good spirits, e\'cn \\ith th,: rainy
weather."
Attendance among all the ,ineprds \\"35 slightly less than could be
expected \\ith ideal weather, but the
appeal of the annual festi,·.il and irs
natural, if slightly sooo; beauty won
out in the end.
"You can basically come out and
have a good time and enjoy the
region," Bean said. "This is the time of
year to be out here.."
·
&porur Sarah Robtrll ran h rtarhtd
al srobertsl5@hotmail.com

,e crowds moved indoors because. of the rain at Alto Pass _Winery. With many CUsl!J~ers in the .sales area. of the winery; workers plugged away to maile sure everyone got served•.. ·
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Students transform iron scraps into art
Sculpture Foundry
gives new meaning
to 'Heavy Metal'
WILLIAM ALONSO

DAm Em-rn.,s

It is cxtn:mely easy to become
seduced bv a substance that has to
he liquefi;d at around 3,000 degrees

Fahrenheit before it becomes art,
according to Tanya Synar.
.
"There is an entire culture ofiron
casting that is spreading across the
United States and the UK. It is just
taking off like crazy," said Synar, an
assistant professor in art and design.
·]n a sense, it is rare because not a
lot of schools offer it in their program, but it has become a more
popular material. for artistic expression."
·
The School of Art and Design
had its second iron pour of the
sem::ster Monday. A mi.x of intermediate, advanced and graduate students in sculpture participated in
the pour.
The students work firsthand in
transforming the scraps of iron into
glowing orange liquid that will
harden into pieces of art. \Vorking
in a traditional method that requires
incredible temperarures and highpowered torches, safety is always a
priority. The students clad themselves in hard hats with met:i.1.-face
screens, leather gloves, chaps and
jackets and shiny sih·er heat-resistant suits: hea,'}· armor for an iron
pour.
"You have to be focused because
people are rd)'ing on pu and ifJ'OU·re
not, bad things can happent said
Megan Leblond, a senior in sculpture. "For the process to occur, it
reqwres a team effort from C\·e:yone."

At.EX HAG.LUND - 0AILY Ec;;yPT1.1,N

Art and design students pour red-hot molten iron into molds at the Sculpture Foundry on campus. The pouring and smelting of the iron occurred all

day on Monday, and the students smelted over ::?,000 pounds of iron.
Students assign themsel,·es into
various groups that will man the stations need~ to make the pour run
smoothly. One group works the
cupola, a huge rust colored hunk of
metal where the iron succumbs to
the intense heat. They fill buckets
w,rh iron and coke,., refined form of
coal that is used as fud, and :i.l.ternately dump it in the cupola.
Another works the sculptures set in
shells, keeping them heated so they

\\ill not shatter when they are cast in
the molten iron.
Leblond w..s part of a group that
rotated each time the well of the
cupola was tapped out. The cupola is
tapped by breaking a heat-resistant
plug called a bot with a metal rod,
letting flow the 2,600 degree molten
metal. \Vith each tap out, around
200 pounds of molten iron are
caught in a giant ladle used to transpl.mt the iron into the sculptures •

QEveryone has to be on the ball
all the time to make sure eveI'}"One is
safe," Leblond said. "It is a physical
process that requires constant energy and concentration."
•
Titis has been the third iron pour
in six months at the SIUC Sculpture
FoundI)· and more than three tons
of iron have been turned into art.
Around 2,600 pounds of iron-made
the transformation from scrap to art
Monday.

"The students had a VCI)' high
success rate with the molds. Only
three of them leaked and didn't
make it," Synar said. "\Ve poured
maybe a hundred molds, probably
more. So o~•r.rall, this was a VCI)' successful p?ur.'

Reporter William Alonso cnn be
reached at
messianicmanics@hotmaiJ.c,,m
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Russian ambassador lectures
on missile defense at UCLA
CHRIS YOUNG
DAILY llRUIN

(U. CALAFORNIE• Los ANGELES

LOS ANGELES (U-\VIRE) Ambassador Oleg GrinC\'\>l..·y of Russia
discmscd implications of the U.S.
National :\fissile Defense program at
Uni\'crsity of California-Los Angeles
on l\lond.ir
GrinC\-sl..1; the head of the Smiet
delegation ti' the Conference on
Dis;imument in Europe. spoke \\ith
authorities, including Chancellor Alhcrt
Carr.=lc, on Ni\ ID and public policy.
The lccrurc, "Missile Defense:
Realities and Perspectives," was spon·
sored by the Burkle Center for
International Relations and the UCLA
Center for European and Russian
Srudics.
·"If the U.S. is concerned about
rogue states and wants to spend money
to dC\i:lop an Nl\lD S)"Slcm, fine," S:lid
GrinC\-sl..-y, who was also deputy hc:1d of
the S°'iet delegation to the SALT- I
Nq;otiations that resulted in the AntiBallistic J\lissile Treaty of 1972.
But, he S:lid, the U.S. should share
that program \\ith other countries in
the anti•tmorism coalition, nuking a

common missile defense S\"Stcm.
Grine,,-sky proposed° that each
countty could ha\'c its missiles, but
would need to submit a schedule for all
launches. If a missile was launched that
,iol.tted the schedule, or dC\iated from
its sch,:duled path, that missile would
be shot dmvn.
If the U.S. k.-cps the NJ\lD program cxclllSi\'c, other countries might
become ncr\-ous about a "shield"
around the U.S. and stockpile mon:
missiles to defeat it, GrinC\-sky S:lid.
China might inacasc its stockpil~
of missiles in response to the Nl\lD
program, which would rue India to
incrcisc its stockpile and ha\'e Pakistan
and Japan following suit, GrinC\-sky
speculated.
As a result, he S:lid, the Pacific and
Middle East would drastic.ally change,
possibly leading to a nuclear standoff as
in the Cold War.
~ Ni\lD program was designed
to prot.:ct the U.S. aginst ballistic missile att1Cks by detccti:1g them after
Launch and deslro)ing the missiles in

flight
l\ lichacl lntriligator, head of the
Burkle Center for International
Relations, slid two ;ugumcnts O'.'Cf the

NMD program emerged after the
Sept 11 attacks on the World Trade
Center and Pcntago!L
On the one hand, the hijackings
demonstr.ited C\'Cn mon: need for the
NJ\lD shield. If terrorists can hijack
pl.tnes in the U.S., proponents S:lid, they
could Launch missiles too.
But the NMD program al.<o faces
criticism bc:c:tuse it would not' protect
against a chemical or biological attack
- both rurn:ntly pcrcciml threats.
But if the United States dC\i:loped
detection techniques again,t chemical
or biological attacks and terrorists were
pm-cnted from using these, the NJ\ ID
program becomes rdC\-:mt again, he
added.
The solution, GrinC\-skysaid, would
be for the United States and its allies to
help oo-claping nations economically
rather than use force against isol.tted
terrorist groups.
"The world community is dhidcd
into n,-o sides: one billion people, the
'gilded,' who Ii\,: in the U.S. and
Europe. and fu-c billion people IDing in
\"Cl)' poor countries," GrinC\'Sky said.
"When people ha\'e nothing to lose,
they arc ready to be tcrt0r.sts and saai•
6cc theirli\'cs.•
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Foresl!J· Club President Chris
Rokosh said the key to the team's ,icto-

HERZOG

DAILY EGl'!'T!AN

The SIUC Foresny club returned
from the 2001 lvlid .-esrem Foresters
Concla,-r. nith the familiar tasn: of ,ictory:
The club won first place this year,
marlcing the 10th consecutive year as
champions. l\len .md women competed in mnts modeled after lc&!,,ing
methods used by lumber jac.\s in the
early 1900s, as wcll as "cerebral" or academic events.
· "It's a coed C\'C:llt and the SIU
women were our secret '":apon," said
Fon:say Club A<hisor Jean Mangun.
"Fon:sl!J· is traditionally a =lc-dominated field. Women are a huge part of
the SIU Fon:sl!J· Department."
Tiie concla,-c takes r,lac~ at a diiferent WU\-crsity "'"CIJ' y~r. This )"Car, the
club tra,·cled to Cloquet Foresl!J·
Center near the Univer.;ity of

!vtinncsota.
The team sent by the SIU Forestry
Oub has been concla,-c champions
since 1991. This )"Car m.-uks the 50th
A:-mivm:uy of the competition. SIU
took fim place 14 times since 1983
when they won the championship for
the fusttimc.

News
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1y was practice. The team started practicing about a month and a half before

the competition.
-We take it more serious than all)~
one else and l\-C practice hanler than
any other team," Rokosh said. "Some of
d:e other teams don't c:\"Cn practice."
Rokosh, a senior in foresl!J" from
Dec:.tur, said a 27-membcr team is
unusually Ja,ge for Sill While only fu-c
ofthe team membm returned from last
)=, SIU still won \\ith 91 points. The
Univmity of 1\1issouri al Columbia
came in second plare "ith 48 points.
"VV'e had a really )t>ung te--.m, ::.nd
honestly, I thought it would be closer
than that," Rokosh said.. "I was confident \\-C \\"ere going to \\ID the whole
time."
The SIU team dominated three of
the competitions. They took first, second and third place in the women's
speed chop, the two-man log roll and
the one-man buck saw competitions.
The women of SIU's team dominated the women's underhand speedchopping contest. This consisted of the
contesl:!nt using a specially designed ax
to chop through a log, or cant, while
_standir.g on top of it. After chopping
half-way through the c.mt the contcs-

t:ult jumps up and turns around to chop
through the other side.
The two-man log roll is a timed
e\-cnt in which teams of t\\t> each use a
tool called pcavey to roll a 12-foot long
red pine log through an L-shaped
cowsc. If the contestants roll the log on
top of the bounruuy marl=, or touch
the log with their hands or feet they are
penalized.
The one-man buck saw was another key to the t=n's ,ictory: Rokosh had
the fastest time in this competition. It
took him 13 seconds to saw through a
10 inch square piece ofspruce \\ith a 5foot long buck saw or two-p=on saw.
Tom Butcher, a senior in forestl)·
fiom P.tlmyra, took thud place for the
team in the one-man buck saw competition. He said pra.:ticewas the key to the
team's ,icrory: H01,"C\-c:; the teams all
cheered for each other as they competed.
-There wen: many schools who had
no idea h01\' to do some of the c,-cnts,"
Butcher said. "'\Ve ,muld teach them
before they did the c,-cnt.~
Other c:\"Cnts consisted ofthe tobacco spit, cable throw, pulp toss, dendrology or tree identification and compass
andtra,-rr,e.
A total of cight midwestc:rn WU\ttsities competed in the conclave.
Mangun, an associate professor .'l

Roll
Two people roll the log through the
They pick up the outside end of the
log with the peavey (1)-)les used lo
roll the log) and walk it around the
~O degree comer.
50 feet

When the log hits the poles al the
end, the team jumps over it and
pushes it back t~rough the some
course in reverse.

l

RODIN JONES -

fon:sl!J;saidshe is glad to sec the camaraderie that exists bem-cen the competing WU\-crsities.
"It can be so posici\-c for our stud:nts to go to concla,-c' and meet their
compatriots fiom other uni\-crsitics,"

DAILY EGYPTIAN

Mangun said. "Its really self-affirming
to say 'Ht!J theres people at other uni,-crsitics just like me.~
&partn]arr,J 0. H=g can bt muh
ed atjarret@siu.edu

Aftermath of
attack found
in funny pages
RAOUL V. MOWATT
CtllCAGO TR!SU.S[

CHICAGO (KRTI - A bov
spends hours in front of a television
set watching news CO\"LT.tgc about
the Sept. 11 tcrnlrist attacks. People
are donating blood. Soldier.; cry in
front of a flag at half-staff.
Those images have become all
too common in the =1 world. But
they are :ilso now appearing in the
parallel _univer.;,, of the comics pages,
as cartoonists grapple \\ith hmv - or
if- they should address the subject.
"Comic; distill life into little
vignettes of wit, insight, absuroity or
pathos and make us laugh and think
about C>Wseh,-cs and our world," said
Bill Amend, creator of "FoxTrot."
"Right now is a hard time to laugh in
America, and I think romics have an
important i>b to do as we seek to
return to some semblance ofnormal-

/:Jt's not for everyone,
but that_'s [the p

C\'."

Sure, Army ROTC isn't a piece of cake. After all, in here you'll push _Y?Ui'self. •
Test your limits. And in ttie process, you'll develop skills that'll last a lifetime.
like how to think on .your feet and be a good leader and decision maker:Yoy could
even get a scholarship. Register today for an A[mY ROTC c!ass_. _Becau:;e you're,_·\
not just like "everyone:•
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• But some cartoonists, such as
"Dilbert" creator Scott Adams, say
it's inappropriate for tl1eir work to
touch on terrorism.
"I think some people have a
~nsibility to restore normal sp~
its, Adams said. "I fed I'm more in
that crowd."
Others say they \;_,m indirectly
address the attack with nuance and a
new measure ofintrospection.
"I think we're all struggling \\1th
the appropriate n:sponsct said Brian
Walker, one of the cartoonists behind
"Hi & Lois." "There aren't a lot of
ca5j'ans\\-cr5.·

One strip that is already directly
addressing the Sept. 11 attack is
"Boondocks." "I ultimatelv made the
decision to deal ,\ith it beciuse I feel
thats why I got in cartooning in the
first place, to address these issues,•
said creator Aarori McGruder.
"For me, the way
media was
covering (the attacks) and the way
the politicians were acting seemed
fair enough game."
Likening some ofthe news rover~ to "propaganda," McGruder s:ud
its important to him to have people
confront the. issues surrounding the
attack even while he acknowledges
that som_e may _take offense. .
.-

the
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Memorial Hospil:ll of Carbondale,
said there are no confmncd
of
anthrnx poooning in the :u-ca and th.at
in tht cwnt of such an occurrence, the
publi: would be notified through the
county health department.
\Vhile a few months ago bioterrorist-attack victims might ha,-c been dismissed as ha,ing something as common as the flu, i\faroncy said his staff
is now on ;i)ert.
"Physicians me looki~g at p:iticnts a
lot differently than they \,·ould\-c a
couple of months ago," Maroney said.
"They :ire considering different diagnoses and things nC\-er considered

=

before."

He feels confident th.~t his st.-tlf
could deal with a fC\v isolated cast. of
biologically induo:d afllictions. ln fact,
they :urcady do. For =pie, the hospil:ll is prepared to r=n-e a p:iticnt
a.posed to hazardous material from a
Unn'CrSity chemistty lab. Area hospit:tls have remedies to treat one or two
patients, but beyond that number, the
gm,:mment would h:n-e to disp:itch
meds and personnel to deal with the
,ictims.
"If "-e had a situation here like the
one in NC\v York, could we cope? The

:tn5\\'Cr is absolutely not, and \\-e·re the
largest hospitu is Southern Illinois,"
J'Vlaronev said.
If a place I~ Carbondale were the
t:uget ofa mass attack, the effects could
be far worse than in a big city.
l'vlctropolitan areas have a greater
nwnber ofstaff and acressibility to the
kinds of drugs that could treat them.
But Maroney said no one should
stockpile anttciotics, because tlJ.::ir concentration in urban centers around the
n:ition allow, them to be disp:itchcd to
whatc\-er :u-ca needs them. Loe:,] hospil:lls would receh-e help from St.

Louis.

"Ifthey were spread out all over the
counlJ}; there wouldn't be enough to
send to one area," he said.
All biological-1:)pc attacks should

be reported to the. county health
dcp:irtmcnt within one hour of the
outbreak, said l'vliriam Link-Mullison,
trn: director of the Jackson County
Health Department.
· The health dcp:irtment was notified about the suspect p:ickage :tnd had
a teleconference \,ith the director of
the state health dcp:irtmcnt Monday as
a p:irt of an 0\-emaul in preparedness.
Currently, the Jackson County
Health Dcp:irtment is mie\,ing an
assessment that took pl.are O\'Ct the last
year on preparedness for events ofmass
destruction.
"We :ire now in the process of
putting together a more complete
response plan," Link-Mullison said.
Katt McCann amtrihuted to
tlmstcr;,

closed down its bio-war facilities.
According to the Journal of the
American Medical Association,
there are 17 countries ronducting
biological warfare testing.
Prior to Florida's first anthrax
report, the most =nt case of :tn
anthrax-related death occurred in
1976. Three years later, the worst
anthrax outbreak in Sverdlovsk,
Russia, killed 66 people, when airborne . spores leaked out from a
biowcapons lab.
Anthrax strains ha"e the propensity to magnetize, forming clusters
large enough to enter the human respiratory system, thus minuscule
spores are deadlier than larger spores.
Terrorists intending to us~
anthrax to inflict infection w:mld
break up the spores and distribute
them sep:irately as in the case of the
recent postal mailings.
John Martinko, SIUC's chairman
c.f microbiology, believes the anthrax
frenzy no longer consists of isolated
incidents but may be an act ofbioterrorism.
"It is certainly not natural now.
The issue is who is the terrorist,"

Martinkosaid.
· Marrinko also stressed that
anthrax is not infectious.
-under no circumstances is it
transmitted fiorr hu.nan to human."
False alarms of anthrax spores are
spreading across the states, including
Illinois. The State Journal Register
reported that three 5<:?arnte anthrax
scares in Springfield w~re investigated by the Springfield Department of
Public Health. In every- case, test
results were negative.
On ABC's Sund~y morning
show, "This Week," Hcalth and
Human Sen-ices Sccret:uy Tommy
Thompson assured Americans that
the government is trucing everycourse to combat anthrax exposure.
"We ha\·e m·er 7,000 health professionals that are di,ided up into 90
medical
assistance
teams."
T!1ompson said.
"We have 6,000 in the commissioned corps, medical professionals
that are able to move in. We have
over several hundred in CDC, several hundred doctors and professionals
and scientists in at [National
Institute of Health]."
Rt:parter]ant Huh tan ht rrarhet!
aljhuh@siu.edu

Freedom to travel
will never be
compromised.

Provid~g the first step ...
in your professional career
valuable career contacts
on-the-job experience
• gain real-world knowledge
o answers to your future
0
0

Come see us for more information
SIU Alumni Association
Second Floor, Student Center
453-2417
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Polaroid Corooration
files for bankruptcy
.l.

STEl'IIANIE l\.1, SKIER
HARVARD CRIMSON (HARVARll U.)

CAl'vlBRIDGE, Mass. (U-WIRE}-OnFrida);75
years after Edwin H. Land, Class of 1930, dropped out of
Hamurl Uni\-en,ity to research light pol:irization and ~tut the
Polaroid Corporation, the Cambridge-based company
')llnounced its plans to file for bankroptcy.
Opemtions will continue on a smaller =le wrule the company, f.unous for pioneering instant photograph); continues its
scan:h fora bu)"C:r,
Headquartered on Memorial Drive past PeabodyTcrr.ice,
Polaroid employs 6,700 emplO)= worl'.h,ide, more than half
of whom wo,k in eastern l\'lassachu.setts.
It has been a powcmtl presence in Cambridge for the past
six decades.
"lt was a long-time sowo: of emplO)mcnt opportunities for
Cambridge people,~ said Terrence F. Smith, chief of staff for
Cambridg,, l\1:1_},:r Anthony D. Galluccio.
Earlier this }-ear, the co,npany announced plans to eliminate
1,300 jobs by the end of 2002.
Polaroid aL<o announced last week its plans to eliminate .
hetlth benefits and insurance pa)ments to some retirees, many
of whom fu-e in Cambridg,, and surrounding area•.
0\-er the last decade, Polaroid has sold \"irtually all of its
Cambridge land holdings, including the Memorial Drive office
space that houses its headquarters.
Once one of the "Nifty F:fiy" group of stocks, the compaIl}'·s profits and sales hm, deteriorated dramatically in recent
;,-car.a. At the heigh, of the company's growth in the late 19i0s,
Polaroid emp!O)·ed more than 20,000 Clllplo}= in the U.S.,
including a la,gc nwnbc:r in the Boston area.
G,uyT. DiCamillo,Pola.-oid's cluirand chief executive offia:r, said in a p:-ess release that the d~on \\~ "both prudent
and necessary," citing the company's low profits in the context
of an uncert:!in cconom,:
Pending the annowicement to bt,gin Chapter 11 proceedings, the Ncew York Stock fachange has suspended trading of
Po!arcid stock. The outcome of the Chapter 11 proceedings
will detcnnine the ,-:tlue of the stock.

~
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Carbondale, IL
(61 B) 457-7112

KoUTSOS
CONTINUW FROM PAGE 18

the most part, the coaching
staff has been satisfied \\ith
his attitude. But Koutsos will
ne-.·e.t be one to hide his feelings, for better or for worse.
"Sometimes after games I
get a little bit too down if we
lose, and l\-e got to learn how
to control that,~ Koutsos said.
"But football's a game of emotions. If you're not pla)ing
. "ith your heart, you're not
pla)ing at all.~
Being the ferocious competitor that he is, Koutsos is
far from content with what
he's accomplished. lrus year,
he's worked diligently on his
pass catching and pass blocking in an attempt to become a
more polished player.
Most!}; though, it eats at
rum that his personal accolades have come predominantly in losing efforts. SlU is
stri,ing to =ive its dmmtrodden program under Kill
- a day that Koutws aw:uts
with minimal patience.
"That would be the paradise for me," Koutsos said.
"la be in se-.·enth heaven to be
"inning and to keep doing
good indi\"idually, because
incfuidual stats are good, but
if\'ou don't \\in as a ream then
it' does11't really mean anything."
Still, Koutsos acknowledges that becoming the most
prolific running back in SIU
rustory \\ill be a flattering di~-

~
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tinction. But already No. 9 on
the Gateway Conference's alltime list, Koutsos has designs
on o.1ending his dominance
to the rest of the league.
"After this one, there's a
no.1 st,p, toot Koutsos said.
"I'm nDt going to stop."
fa::n though he's just a
junior, Koutsos has already
gi\"en thought to his future
spot in Saluki football lore.
He's as proud of his ability to
per=·c:re through disappointment as he is of his barrage of
statistical achie-.-ements.
"I just want to be remembered as a tough running back
that C\"C:n in the bad times
here stuck through it and tried
to help out the program as
much as l could,* Koutsos
said.
With a season and a half
left as a Saluki, there's no
tclling how much more
Koutsos ,\ill add to an already
lustrous career. But long after
he has set a nC\V benchmark
for exccllcnce for S:iluki running backs, be assured that
Koutsos will continue to
devote his massn·e passions to
the game of football.
"The rest of my life I ha,-e
to be around the game, C\'Ctl
after l get done playing,"
Koutsos said. "J\faybe as a
coach or a volunteer coach.
I've got to be around it
though. Footballs life for me."
And it shows.
Rcparu:r Jay Sdiucli can be
r=katll

jrs80siu@aol.com

SEARCH
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

the position until ·January
2000, when he decided to
step dO\m to devote more
lime to the Law School.
Margaret E. Winters was
selected to mm·e up to the
position until a permanent
replacement was found, but in
May 2000,Jackson called off
the search until a permanent
president and chanccllorwere
hired. \Vinters has continued
to serve in the position since
then.
\Viuters has not decided
whether she "ill seek the permanent position, but thinks
the title change will better
reflect the position of the
pro\'Ost for potential candidates.
·
111ose appl)ing for the
provost position \\ill also ha\-e
to consider how a \-ic--: chanccllor for Research will tic in
to their position. \Vendlerwill
request the Board ofTrustee's
app=-:tl of the new position
in November.
The job \\ill combine the
vice chanccllor role with the
Graduate School dean, placing a stronger emphasis on
research at SIUC. The new
position would all°''" research
to ha\'c a direct voice to the
chancellor and offer more
opportunities to network for
funding research •
\Vinters said the role of
the ,ice chancellor for
researr.h and p=-ost "ill be
0

~
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''Yozl~\t8 SmokRd Enoagfi"
Now is the perfect time 1o•qui1, ll!ld this is the group for the smoker/
chewer \\ho is serious about quitting. Participants can expect three major
benefits: encouragement, a structured progr8!11, and group support.

: You can do it

and we can help!

Meets once a week 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. for seven weeks,

beginning Tuesday. October 23, 2001.

with
Up to 3 Toppings
or Specialty
for only
99¢ more

2001
OUTSTANDING SCHOLAR
LECTURE

MICHAEL T. MADIGAN
Thursday, October 18, 4:00 p.m.

I

Student Center Troy Room
(Bdund 1 - , I..._Sc,nb a,dof 1st floor)

SI1JDENTS, Sl'AFF & CO!\IMID,TIY ARE WELCO:'>lE
For f'artMr lnfonndlon, call 536-44-ti or 4Sl-403

COME TAN WITH USI

~

~·

University Museum Auditorium, Faner Hall
Reception following lecture

• Unlimited Tanning Only 63c a Day .
• Largest Tanning Salon in Carbondale

Photosynthetic Life in Extreme Environments
Open to the Public

457-TANU • 855 E. Grand Ave.
(Across from Lewis Park A artments) ·

~

tightly entwined, with both
parties working together on
research related projects. She
said the position will solidii)'
the University's research mission.
"On campus people will
h:n-e to be thinking about a
new way of looking at a
heightened emphasis on the
research emphasis of the
Universit};" Winters said. "lt
also gives a message to potential [p=-ost] candidates that
this is a research UniversitJ·.•
Originally,
Wendler
hoped to have a permanent
provost in place before a
search began for a vice chancellor for research so the
provost could help in the
selection process. He wantro
to fill the research position for
about three years with
Graduate School Dean John
Koropchak before conducting
a national search for a permanent person. However, after
consulting \\ith various facult)~ administrators and staff,
Wendler decided it would be
best to conduct a national
search before filling the position.
\Vcndler c-q,ects the proposed change for the provost's
job title and the addition of a
vice chanccllor for research
position to be ,-oted on at the
Nov. 8 Board of Trustees
meeting at the
Edwardsville ~pus.

sru:-

Repcm.c-r Ginn;v Skalski can be
readied ,u
ginnys@hotmail.com

Discovery
·might block

spread of HIV
]OSII GOLDMAN
TUE DAILY CARDINAL (U. WISCONSIN)

lv1ADJSON, Wis. (UWlRE)- Safe sex might become e-.·c-n
safer in the coming years due to a
recent discove.ty at the Uru,-ersitJ• of
Wisconsin-Madison Medic:tl Science
Center.
\'Vhilc looking for a way to get
:mtniral proteins into cells to block the
herpes simplex ,irus and HIV, Curtis
Brandt, professor in UW-Madison's
Medical School, and a team of
researchers found · a nC\v :igcnt for
spennicide to replace the current substance ·used in condoms and other
r.afc-scxmatcrials.
The current agent in spennicide,
nonoxynol-9, is a mild detergent and
has been found to cause damage to
the slimy mucus surface of thte ccll or
to trigger an inflammatory response.
H°'vever, in some cases \\ithout the
use· of a condom, nonoxynol-9
increases the chance of contracting
HIV.
1ni.s Jed researchers to look for an
:iltaiutni: spermicide that su=sfully
would block contraction of HIV :ind
other scrually transmitted diseases.
Recently granted S35 million· by
the National Institute of Alleigy :md
Infectious Diseases, UVv-Madison
· =rchers plan to incorporate peptides into the spemiicide on condoms
and in other products.
·
· lrus nC\v spenrucide does not pre\"ent prcgnanC); so a oondom still
should be used. But with the use of a
condom the new spermicide will
decrease the chances of a>ntrncting
Jong-tc:rm STDs.
\Vhile this finding docs not contribute to birth control, ir might be an
added protection to safe sex. Brandt
said he is hopeful that within sc-.·c:r:il
}-eaTS this new dison1'f}'. will reduce
the spn::id ofSTDs. • · · ·
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lSSJ4UR
C'DALE, 1 BDRM, $235/mo, 2 bc1rm
$250-$400/mo, water, gas, lawn &
trash Incl, no pets, 800-293-44-07.

---------1

C'DAlE, VERY CLEAN 1 bdrm duplex, $250, !um, gas, water, trash,
lawn care, between LogarvSIU, Ideal for slng!e, no pets, 529-3674 or
534-4795.
FROST MOBILE HOMES, 2 bdrms,

S250, $300, $450, SIU bus rou1e,

2 BDRM· All util except elec
3 BDRM• 2 bath, r:Ja, nJce

Auto
1987 HONDA ACCORD l.XI 40, 5
spd, good condl!ion, dependable,
S850, call 529·1244 evenings.
1989 HONDA CIVIC, 4 dr, 5 spd,

FAX ADS are subjoet 10 nonnal
deadlines. The Daily Egyp~an reserves the ngllt 10 edit, prop,;t.y
classity or deciine any ad.
618-453-3248

DAILY EGY~AN

a'.c, stereo. ~s. new tires. runs ex.•
cellen!, S1550lneg. can 351•7608.

87 CHEVY BLAZER S10, 4 X 4, V6
2.S engine. newer engine and uany,
ale, plw, am'fm. many new pans.
$1500, 351·9580.
86 NISSAN 300 Z, black, Mop, 5
s1)(1. great cond. runs las1. we~
malntained. $3.2SO, 527-7903 or
457-8463 aher 5pm.
90 TARUS WAGON, exc cond,

seals eight, 108,xxx, $2,100 obo,
529-1039.
!?5 MONTE CARLO, 234. an power.
aUll>matic, cd, leather Interior,
93,000 miles. S400G, can 549-6329.

9B SATURN Sll, 4 dr, exc~llcnt
condition, 5 speed. 4 cyl, luel lnjec:•

Computers
HAVING TROUBLE WITH }OUr
complller or Just "'3nt 10 u;,grade?
can us at 549•170-l.
TOSHIBA TECRA LAPTOP, W98,
144 RAM, CD. lloppy, mod, loaded.
great tor school, $399, 560-6636.

Miscellaneous
ARE YOU LOOKING for a new
watch wiC1 a great otter? Can 1-!100218•3177 Pin• 5002631.
GET X•MAS

S$$, $1 Ok in credit
cardsl Guar. SASE & $5 to John.
PO Box 3166, St. Charles, IL 60174.

ed. S4800obo, Marlon, caU 993·
1002 AM or 993·5208, Pl.I.

BUY POLICE IMPOUNDSI
Cara/trucks from SSOO, !or ltstiogs
cau 1-ll00·319·3323 ext 4642.
BUY, SELL. AND trade, AAA Auto
Sa,es, 605 N Imnois Ave, 457•7631.
WANTED TO BUY: vehicieS, moIor•
cydes, running or not. paying lrom
$25 to $500, Esroils wanted, can
927-0558 Of724•9448.
·

PARK PLACE EAST, res hall, lnrJ,

i;:d~~:=. ~':!~~1t:~,;_m
caD549-2831, noI a panyplace.

SALUKI HALL, CLEAN rooms, Ubl
incl, $195/mo, across from SIU, sem
lease. can 529•3815 or 529·3S'.l3.

Parts & Service
STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
Mechanic, he makes house calls,
457•7984 01 mollile 525-8393.

· Motorcycles
1998 SUZUKI GSXRSOO blue/Ymtte,
only 3200 ml. vance and hines pipo
and jeJ kl~ nice bilul. trades ok, f,.
nancing avail, 618-684·5656.•

Roommates
RESPONSIBLE RDOMATE TO
share spacious 2 bdrm house, wlcJ,
pon:lles, non smoker, no pets. 5250
pkJs ut,t. 529-10-lG.
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share 2·
bdrm house, coonlry setting,
$225/plus ubl, Iv iness, 565-1346.
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share 2
bdrm !louse, near campus. S250/mo
plus hall util, 549·1564.

Mobile Homes
PRICE REDUCED. :2 X 65, Baron•
ess, 2 bdnn. r:Ja. wld, new appl.
deck. •torago shed, nice cond Inside
and out. localed In Tov.-n and Counly, $6,300, 351-o:!94.

Mobile Homes• 1000 E Park II
905EParx St
{for the cost conscious student)
hrge lots, ale, trees, srr.aH pets
allowed
805 E Pall< St

2.3,&4 bdrms
call 549-4808 (9am•Spm) no pets.

RURAL AVA, 25 min from C-dale,:?
bdrm, full basement. r:Ja, $450'mo. 1
yr lease. no pets, call 426-3!''<3.
STOKER ST HOUSE, OU1Stan&ng 4
bdrm. 2 bath, posslble 5th lxlnn. ale,
wld. dlw. extremely close lo SIU,
S250/mo per barm. hatt price un!JI
January, 549-2743

O!f,ca H.:Juis 9•5, Monday•Friday
.... 2 & 3 BDRM IN THE BOONIES ....
529·2954 or 549-0895
........HURRY. FE',\I AVAILABLE.......
......,.,,..,..,.o,..,tn"'o'""p""ar=ng="'n""as,,.,s"'e='-"a1"' 1 ······-············5,4~.::,aso..... .
to class! 1·2 BDRM APTS, new
I AND 2 BDRM HOUSES, unfurn,
construcnon. nrxt :o Communica•
tions building, w/d, cw, nncrowave, carpeted. c'a and heating. no pe!s.
avail Aug, cau 457•7337.
ma extras, avail row, 457-5700.
VICTORIAN APT IN Mlloro, qulel 6
1030 ROBERTA DRIVE. large 3
rooms. 1 bath. wld hoOkup, pets ok,
bdrm house. recentl) remodeled. 2
$380/mo, 687-'2787.
car garage. S750/r1>1, call 985-4184.
ISlt

Tho Onwg House

,

Toe Daily Egyptian's onr11m housing
guide at
nttp:J/www.dail1ogypUan.com!dawg
house.html

Townhouses
HUGE 2 BDRM, private lanced
deck, 2 car garage. Unity Poinl, utill·
ty room. wtiir1pool tub, 9 h ceilings,
breakfast bar, great counlry location,
cats considered. S7SO, 457•8194,
529·2013, Chris B.
LARGE LUXURY 2 BDRM TOWN•
HOUSES, nswconstrucllon_ wld,
d.'w, r:Ja, s"imming, fishing. Giant
C"y Rd, many extras. 549-8000.

Duplexes
1 BDRM LUXURY, ON La,e Fron!,

d.'w, lirepla::n, garage, many ex1ras,
549-8000.
2 BDRM.GREAT LOCATION~
FURN, pets ok, Cambrid arna. $3751
mo wJ $300 deposit, can 457-563.

. 2 BDRM. dean, quie~ elose 10 cam•
pus, oo pets, $495/mo, 529-2187.
2 BDRM, FURN & untum. $400$495, 1 blJc from campus, no pets,

2 & 3 bdrm, da. wld, quiet area, 1 yr
lease, avail now. call 549-0081.

2 BDRM. COUNTRY almosphcre,
city limits, west side, rel req,
S6951m:>, please call 457•3544.
2 BDRM, NEWLY remodeled, on
SIU bus route, shed, no pets,
$450/mo, 549-4471.
3 BDRM HOUSE; very nice. be•
twoen Caroondale & MurphysbOro,

f·ISI and last month depoSit, rent
S500/mo. no pets, call 684·5649.
3--1 OCOJpancy. 1 1/2 acres, wld, 2
studies, 2 bath. lg rooms, pets?.
$640/~. ir'.'erior nea, 529-8120.

BRAND NEW 2 balm w/ Slu<!y. 2 car
garage, whirlpool tub. wld, d/w'. pa•
tio, cats considered. larruly ;ronmg.
$9!10, 457-819-1, 529-2013, Ctvis S.

I

Mobile Home Lots
LG SHADED LOT, lawn/trash in::I,
on SIU bus route, no d:,gs please,
549-8000.

~J
S$ Get Paid For Your Oplnionsl $$

Eam $15-S125 & more per •unrey!

WWW.mcney4opinions.com
s1ooo·s WEEKLY II
Sluff envelopes at home for S2
each+ bon-Jses, FT, PT.
Make saoo.a week, guaranteedl
Free SU;!Plies. For detai!s,
seno one stamp to: N•72, 12021
Wilshire B!Vd, PMS 552,
Los Angeles, CA 90025
...ATTENTION..,
WeNeedHe!pl
FreeBoolde:
Up to S1500-S5000 PT/FT

886·258-9383.
.........2 HOUSES LEFT ON ..............
.......CONTRACT FOR DEED............
................. 549·3550......................... .
ACADEMY OF BARTENOING,
Have fun, make mo:,ey. meet peop!o, earn $15 lo $30 an lloUr. Day,
evening or weekend classes avail,
job placement assistance, $199
v.1student ID, 1-l!oo-Bartend or
1-800 227-8363.
Avon Reos, NO Quotas, No Oo:ir-toDoor, Frl!1l Shipping! On.y $10 to
BAR MAIDS. PT. will train. oxc
pay/bounctirs, Johnston City, 20 minutes from C'dale, call 982-9-102.

Freshmen , Oadergrads

BEAUTIFUL APTS, STUDIO, 1
bdrm, and 2 bdrm, near SIU, ready
to move In. Studios as low as
$180/mo, 1 bdrm $360/mo, 2 bdrm
$400/m0, 457-4422.

'Stevenson Arms

Freshrmn & Sophs

600 West Hi11 St.

Upperdusmen
Gr:id Stvderru

ea,

549-1332

Fa11 2002.

PUBLIC NOTICE IS here!ly given
that on Oelober I, 2001. a certmcaIe
was lied In the Ot!ice ol Ille Cour.ty
Clerk of Jackson County, Jmno!s,
selling forth the names and post DI•
flee addresses ol all ol lhe peJSOns
owning, conducting nn:t trar:saeli<)3
Ille business known as JT Bison
Disln!>IIlioo, kx:atedat448 EAulUrm P.Jdae Rd. caroonaa1e, IL

r~
11 ABSO!.UTE LOWEST Spring

Brea~ Price Guarantee!
,2 Awam-Winning Customer
Ser.ic:&l (see website).
13 Free Mean Plans! {earl)'\>lrds)
t4 All Destinations!
•5 Reps earn$$, Travel Freel
Enoug.'IReasons? 1-600-367-1252.
wv.w.spntig!Jreak.com.
SPRIIIG BREAK REPRESENTA·
TIVES Needed! Eam easy S$ travel
free! www.sprln!t->reakdlroc.t.com 01
can 1-800-367·1252.

Attention SIU-C

NOii Acceetin!.J
R·eservations •for

TOP SOIL, CALL Jacob's Trucking,
687-357!1 or 528-0707.

THEDAWG HOUSE
THE DAILY EGYPTIAN'S ONL.INE
HOUSING GUIDE AT
!lttp'J/www.dailyegyptian.com/dawg
house.h!ml

- - - - - - - - - 1 Start11-SOO-S9S-2B66.
C'DALEAREA. BARGAIN. spa•
clous, 3 bdrm, 2 ball!, wld, carport,
free mowing & trash. no pets, can
684-4145 or 684-6bS2.

STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile
Mechanic. He mal;es house cans.
457-7984 or mobile 525~93.

NOW RENTING, 2 BDRM from
:~lck,Chur.•'sRenlals,

call 457·5631. •
747 E PARK. 2 bdrm, bteal;last bar,
private fenced patio, w/d, d.'w, cell·
ing fans, blinds, calS considered,
$600, can be avail as soon as
10.'10, 457-819-1, 529-2013, Chris 8.

Sublease
I BDRM JJ>T, spring & sum:ner,
207 W Oak, panlany !um. Iv mess,
203-7006.

_ _ _N_O_W_R_ENTI--NG
___

SMALL ENGINE REPAIR. snow
blowers, string trimmeis, chain saw
repair & sharpening, 5-;9-0066.

457-8924.

Houses

1 BDRM• Closs IO campus

2 BDRM• NEW, close to campus

ATTENTION CArs I wiD trade night
time !or use ol my plane! Dual only,
caa Wayman. ~-6838.

Ccuples
21 zndOver.

SPRING BREAK TRAVEL 11 Spr~
Break Vaca)\oosl Cancun. Jamalci,,
Bahamas & Acri.la. Now hiring ca.1t
pus representali',es. 1-S00-2347007, eno,esssummenours.com

--Ji
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ADOPTION
A wondertul tuture .. .!illed ";lh love,
cppc,m,n;ry and fun...awails your ba·
by. We enjoy our home by a lake,
travel, and our :arpe and lively ex•
tended lam,ly. Marc is a lawyer an~
Devorah will l:e home w.th baby.
Canwehalp?
Devorah end Marc
1-S66-853-ll572

Ton-trne

'

S11;m

. ii.~ ...
kwi·,
Sn1wl{ITY

2:K
The Ladies of Sigma l\appa
would like to congratulate

Rick Mitchell
of Pi Kappa Alpha on being
named SIU Homecoming King.

Because you get what you
· pay for!
2001 CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING POLICY
Please Be Sure To Check
Your Classified Advertisement For Errors On
The First Day Of Publication
The Daily Egyptian cannot be rcsponsibie for
~ore than one day~s incorrect insertion.. Advertisers
arc rcspor ·ible for checking their ads for errors on the
first day they appear. Errors not the fault of the adver•
tiser which lessen the ~·alue of the advenisement will be
:idjustcd. ·
All classified advenising must be processed
before 2 pm to appear in the next day~ publi=tion.
Anything processed after 2 pm will go in the following
day's publication.
Classified advertising must be paid m advance
except for those accounts with established crL-dit. A scr•
vice charge of S25.00 will be .!ddcd to the advertiser's
account for every check returned 10 the Daily Egyptian
unpaid b•, the advertiser's bank. Early cancellations of
classified advenisement will be charged a $2.50 •ervice '
fee. Any refund under $2.50 ,viii b,,,forfeitcd due to
the cost of processing.

All advertising submitted to the ;)ai!y Egyptian
i• subject tn approv-,1! and may be revised, rejectcJ, or
cancelled at any time.
The Daily Egyptian assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit any advertisement.
A sample of all mall-order items must be sub!"itrcd and approved prior to deadline for publication.
No ada will be mb-cla•sificd.
Place your ad by phone at 618-536-3311 Monday.
Friday 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. or visit our office in the
Communications Building, room 1259.
Advcrtbing-only Fax# 618-453-3248
•
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Dormant Life

by Seth Dewhirst

by Shane Pangburn
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Mixed Media

Helen, Sweetheart of the Internet

Jeff MacNelly's Shoe
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Saluki junior running back Tum Koursos u_ses his
toughness, passion for the game to put himself
on the verge of becoming SIU's all~time greatest
STORY BY jAY SCHWAB

PHOTOS BY

STEVE )AHNKE

'T'om Komsos has the natural ability to be good old school and that's \\nat makes him gocxi. He's
J. and the passion for his job to be great.
. not as fast as 50me in the conference, not as big as
For Koutsos, the passion wins out.
some in the conference, not as strong a: .,ome in
Now just 257 yards from becoming SllJs :ill- the conference. But he's a player."
time leading rusher, Koutsos is an inspiration to
Koutsos mm-ed into the No.2 slot on Sill's :illfootball romantics. Hes the kind of back who's at time rushing list with a char.icteristically impres·
his best when the game is brut:tlly physical, a zea!ot ID'C clfon Sarurday at Northern Im,':!. He ran for
who spent his youth sneaking out of the hcu.c on 146 yards ~ t the Panthers, surpassing Burnell
wintry afternoons to play footb:ill nith his bud- Quinn to place himself just behind Karhon
d.ies.
C:upen!er in the chase for Saluki rushing immorKoutsos lo\'es what he does 50 much that hes talitv.
"illed himself to greatness. SiU head roachJen:i·
Koutsos nill only need a couple more games to
Kill is one of muntless roaches, playc. and fans become Sill's all-time leading rusher, at which
who Koutsos }la£ made admires of with his time he'll pass the man who he replace-.i.
asserli\'e runni:lg Sl}ic and t:r:msparent zeal for Carpenter missed his seruor 1 due to off-thefootb:>IL
field problems, sucking a little-knm,n running
"He Im-es the game and has a great passion for back from Oswego into the unemiahle position of
the game," Kill S:J.id ~Hes a thrm,·-back from the being Sill's main growid threat as a freshman.,

=

.-:

~7~·,_::..; ~;:, -r,,..,.-·~~J.~~:°??_:•?:,;r-~~-,,~•f!A·•"

Just enough to get it in, SIU running back Toni Koutsos scores the last offensive touchdown
in the Salulds homecoming victory ayer Illinois State. AlttJough only a junior, Koiltsos·is
on track to become the Salukis all-tjme leading rusher, despite not being the bi&!!~ or
fastest in the Missouri Valley Conference, but definitely ·one of the grittiest

SomehOl\j Koutsos was
read}:
"It was a su,prise to me
but when you get an
opponunil),)UU\-e got ro
take ad,-antage ofit, and I
hope that's \\nat I
did,"Kou:wss:ud.
Koutros
gave
Saluki fans an immediate
indication of \\nat h~ was capable
of by gaining 1,052 yards as a
freshman and posting four
games of more than 100 rushing
y:,.rds.
He's done nothing but l,c,Ister his
productnity since. As a sophomore, Koutsos was
named fust team all-Gateway and SllJs Offensr.-e
Player of the Year for a season in which he g.uned
1,257 net yards and broke the 100-yard mask six
times. And hei- picked up where he left off during
what promises to~ a rccord:breakingjunior season.
Hmv has he acromplished all that \\ithout the
benefit of blazing speed or "''CfJ'Ol''Cflng hmm?
SIU offensi>-e coordinator Man Limegnm:r said
it's something teams just !m-e to o:perience for
thernscl,-es. •
·
•J1'.; hard to simulate the way Tommy runs in
practice from an opponent's standpoint,"
Limegrm'er sa:d "Usually, )UU get into a practice
and when you tackle a guy he's going to go do\\n,
and Tommy just refuses to go dmm.
"It's hard for them to un1kistand until they
·. :icrually see him and I think 1ommy really uses
that to his advan rage. There's definitely something
extra there "ith rum. When he gets that football,
he's not going to be denied~
· fa'Cn if he's greeted at the line nf saimmagc
,,ith a thud. Koutsos rarks up an inc:m!J'ble
amount of )':llthge after being hit, and if the
Salukis are in desperate need of a first dmm, it's
going to take an army to subdue Touchdm,n
Tomm):
"I think 'I'm best when I get my shouldos
squared to the line of scrimmage," Koutsos said
"IH liY.e to thin.It that coach Kill has confidenoc in
me to get that first down when we need tr.osc
tough extra yank."
As adq,t as Koutsos is at taking pww.hment

~~IU All-Time Career Rus~ing leaders
· RanK Name

Years

Yards

TD

"Kor.llon Corpenler
~,ram Koutsos
3~~urnell Quinn
4~os Bullocb
'A'itdwmerrera

1995·98
1999-presenl
1976·79
1958,1961
1974-76

3,178
2,922
2,rii3
2,441
2346

26
27
12
32
21

and battling for cxt:r:1 }=Is, he's alsc a threat to rip
off a big run. Koutsos doesn't possess ,,hat NFL
W)Uts would consider break:iw-.iy speed, bnt he's
quick and cunning enough to exploit holes in the
defense for big g:iins.
"He's by no means slmv, but he gets C\'Cl)' b::
out of the speed that he has anti e\'Cr)' bit out of
the strer.gth that he has," Limegro\'er sa:d. "He
wants tosua:ecd so much that hew:in't let any pan
ofhis ability go untapped."
\Vhcn people say that Koutsos !Ol'CS the !,r.lllle
offootball, they're not just tilkin,plrJUt the satisfaction he dcri,-es from breakmg a long run or
plunging into the end zonf'. !(outsos delights in
jus· about "''Crj' ~ of the game, e,·en the
weekly poundings he abso1b from defenses.
And he lets JUU know it. IfKoutsos feds good
about a big run, a demonsrratn-e pump of the fut
will clue you in. And when things aren't going
well, Koutsos i<TJ't one to disguise his disgust But
while his intensity is one of his prime attributes,
the fact that Koutsos is a cauldron ofemotions isn't
without its drawbacks.
Koutsos is a .relentless sclf-aitic, but more t.'un
mything, he loathes losing. After a difficult Joss, a
te3.M03kcd face provides just a tiny ,,.;.ndow into
his emotional torment, and it takes SC'\'Cral <ID'S
after a defeat !:,,-.fore he can truly focus on \\nais
coming up next.
Kill has challenged Koutsos to channel. his
ernc:-tions more oonstn:ctivcly this season, and for
SEE KOUTSOS PAGE
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black qu.-uterbJcks starting now, but
uke a look at the same old patterns that
stillo:ist.
Athlete at the quarterback
position. Like Cunningham, most
black quJ.Iterbacks an: still rcfem:d to
by this demeaning concept, no matter
how good of a season they may have.
Yet, a white quarterback like Favre
or Doug Flutie, who scramble with the
best of them, are rcfem:d lo as supersur
future Hall oi Fame quarterbacks, not
great athletes playing quartaback.
Offensive design. The West
Coast offense was designed by the San
Francisco 49ers in the mid 80s for the
"ide recci\'ers. The idea \\':1> that the
quarterback drop back three steps or
less and throw a fivc-y:ird pass to a
recci\-cr, who would then utilize his athletic ability to make more yards.
1rus offense may work for a traditional quarterback with superstar
recci,-crs to throw to, bu1 surprising!};
C\"Cn \,ith the SW},'!! of black "athletic"
quarterbacks, the majority of offenses in
the NFL still nm with the \Vest Coast
philosophy, or in c,ther words, the traditional white quarterback offense.
Second Guessing. A troubling
pattern seems to exist whcnC\u a black
quartaback is in the game. All of a sudden, the offense ukes on a don't screw

up the game attitude instead oflet's go
out and win.
In Washington, Tony Banks gets to
pass once or twice a game and, if_luck);
one of those pJSSCS gets to be for more
than two prds. Same story in
Pittsburgh and Dallas.
Also, there seems to be an alarming
quick-trigger pull by t!-.e coaches on
qUJ.Iterbacks who happen to be black.
Case in point, on Sept. 23, Ty lJctmcr
was called into action for an ineffective
black quutcrback named Charlie
Batch.
Ineffective? After week two? I guess
if Klll1 Warner had two subpar g:t.'Tles,
there would be no hesitation by the
head coach to replace him? Yeah right!
Detmer entered the game and
almost had a record-breaking perl"ormar.ce. The trouble was it w2s for most
interoeptions in one game. He finished
the game with SC\"Cll.
Next \\-eek Batch wou!d surclv be
back in the lineup, right? N°ope.
Amazingly, the guy who should be selling bobbing head dolls on the side of
the sudium was getting to stJ.It ag:ain.
What does this say about Batch? Or
more importantly, wlut does this say
abou: the black quarterback?
Quarterbacks like Cunningham
ha,-., had awesome statistical seasons,
but nesu led a team to the Super Bowl,
all part of what defines a great quarterback.
It's funn}; ~ that an ultimate

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 2001 • PACE

weapon like Cunningham never had a
supporting cast around him like T rciy
Aiknun,John EIW3Y, Fa\'re and Warner
all ha,-., had.
It wouldn't have anything to do ,..;th
confidence in a black quarterback for
owners not to shell mo~cy out to br'.ng
a solid supporting cast in, would it?
Cunningham was dusted off and
inserted once again into the surting
lineup in 1998 to lead the Minnesota
Vikings, compiling the top offeruc in
NFL history. He was once again named
lC3h'lle :\!VP.
That small achievement should
warrant someone a surting job, but
v.ithin the next = n after a fc:w "ineffective" games, Cunningham, the
MVP, was benched again.
Now three seasons later, he backs
up Elvis Grbac in Baltimore. Grbac's
biggest achievement has been introducing his cool first name to the

NFL.

.

The all-time leading rushing
quuterback who has two MVPs and
a defensi\'C position designed solely
for him sits and watches from the
sidelines.
Surely nothing smells about that.
I must be dreaming, because we all
know the black quuterback is accepted in today's game.
Yeah right.
Rcporo!T Clint Haning cma be reached
at lb4lb@webtv.net

SALUKI SPORTS NOTES Men's golf team
in third place after
one day of competition
The SIU men's golf team had
a first-round total of 295 strokes,
good enough for third place after
one day of competition at the
Ironhorse Intercollegiate in
Tuscola.
The Univer.ity of MissouriKansas City was leading the
competition with a score of 292.
Senillr Bl'2d Dunker paced
the Salulcis with an 18-hole score
cf 72, placing him in a tie for
sixth place.
The team wrapped up competition on Tuesd"-y, but scores were
not available at press time.

Women's golf team
sixth after two rounds
in Little Rock
The SIU women's golf team
played 36 holes Monday and
ended up in sixth place with a
team total of 620 strokes at the
UALR Lady Trojan Classic in
Little Rock, :fuk.

The host school University of
Arkansas-Little Rock led after
two rounds with a score of 608.
Senior Alison Hiller led the
Salulcis with a total of 149
strokes, good enough for a seventh-place tie. _
.
The tournament concluded
on Tuesday, but scores were
unavailable at press time.

Women's track & field
camp set for Dec. 8
The SIU Women's Winter
Track &. Field Camp has been
set for Dec. 8 at the Recreation
Center.
The camp · will feature
instruction by new women's
coaches and former Olympians
Connie
Price-Smith
and
DeeDee Nathan.
Instruction will include hurdles, sprints, long jump, high
jump and shot put.
The price for individual
instruction is S50, which
includes lunch, a T-shirt and
insurance.
Registration begins at 9 a.m.
in the Recreation Center ground
floor. \Valk-ins arc welcomed.

JONES
cmmsum rnm1 rAGE
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l\lcClel!Jnd is also volunteering with
the men and works iull-time at
Carbomblc Community High
School as a monitor and substitute
teacher.
He reJ!izes how hard it can be lo
bala,.ce work and coaching and
.• knows that the athletes arc the ones
who are affected.
The men's team ran in Normal
l.,,1 weekend, but l\lcClelbnd was
unable 10 attend the meet because he
could no! gel the day off from work.
"It sucks, you can't put everything
into it." ~lcClcllJnd said. "I think it
hurts the te.tm, and I think it hurts
the prepar.ition."
Although Jones h.is been unable
to spend as mtich time with the team
as hci:l likc, the tc.tm is learning how
to adjust. In the future, Jones \\',1nls
to get into athletic administration
am! secs this coaching position as the
tirsl step tow~nl his ultimate goal of
becoming an athletic dirc:tor somewhere.
"I figure with my education, I'll
be qualified for a !:it ,,f things that
pop up; Jones said.
Jones probably only has another ·
couple of months left with the team
because he will be unable to coach
them during the track season. He's
unsure whether he'll be back with
the team next fall, but regardless,
Jones is learning a lot through his
hect:: lifestyle.
"I've enjoy~d it," Jones said, "I'm
just trying to help [the team] however I can wirh a little bit of c.lpericnce,
give them ,;ome pointers, and just try
and keep them mentally into it."

ReporteT Todd Merchant can b.:
reached at mcrchant€siu.edu

;,

Teach in

kids

wm

u

and·

look up to you, too.

You can teach anywhere. But in California, you can teach where the Redwoods soaralong with the hearts and minds of the children in your classroom. Submit an application
and you may become a giant in your time, too. If you can meet the challenge, we're hiring riow.
Visit our website atwww.calteach.com or call toll-free, 1-888-CalTeach.

• Competitive starting salaries and benefits
, Smaller class sin:. in schoo_ls statewide
• Housing and cos! of living incan_tives
• Strong •.:ommunit;f support for teachers·
• ee·autiful and diverse cHmate and scenery~~
Losar- Law Building
Kosnar- Hall
H ,.E,lth Services
C.:>lyorATS."l Fraternity
ArP Fr-atcor-nlty
MIios Hall
Sorority
ArA Sorority·
Thalman Hall

=~
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J nes
Cross country coach
maintains respectful
balance among johs
TODD MERCHANT
DAILI Eml rlAS

lfyou're trying to ger a hold of
JrffJ,•nes, take a number.
Jones has been 3 buS\· man lately. He has a full-rime j~b in addition to being the coach of the SIU
·,omen's cross countrv team, and
he has a wife and rwo lcids, too.
"I lead :1 busy life," Jones said.
Jones ,·oluntecred to coach the
women"• team after former coach
Don DeNoon abruptly handed in
his resignation on Aug. 1.
A former runner at the
llni,·ersitv of Northern low.1,
Jones took control of the team in
mid-August when SIU adminjstr:ltors came across his resume in
t.'ieir files.
Jones had applied for a job as
an assistant, and when DeNoon
retired, he was gi,·en the head
coaching position.
Since then, he has been balancing coaching with a heavy workload
at
the
Center for
Comprehensive Sen-ices Inc.,
where he works as a ,:ocarional
specialist for the rehab agency.
"I do ,:ocational assessments on
people that have been -injured to
explore their potential to return to
work," Jones said. "Sometimes it's
for soci~l sccu~t)·, usually it's
workmans comp.
Jones' employers are sympathetic to his coaching responsibilities and allow him some slack on
deadlines, but when stuff needs to
be done, he makes sure that it gets
0

M,UIY COLUc.tt- DAILY EGYPTIAN

Women's cross country coach Jeff Jones rides his mountain bike alongside Katie Meehan and the rest
of the cross country women at practice Tuesday afternoon. Jones carries a towel and directs the women
as to which routes they will take and the distance!; they will cover each day.
done.
A normal day for the 31-yearold Jones consists of getting into
work at around 7 a.m. so he can
lea,:e in time to head to the track
to help the team. J\fost nights
after practice he has to catch up on
a lot of work that he couldn't get
done earlier in the day.
"l'm trying to fit 50 hours of
work into 40 hours right now, so l
can [coach] too," Jones said.
Jones said his "ife and family
have been supportive and he has
been pleased that he's had the
opportunity to coach the team. He
said that it has been "neat" to be

involved with the team and to
meet the women and the administration.
But Jones also said that being a
part-time coach has · a negative
effect on ms team.
"I think that it's not been
good," Jones said. "I'm not av:w.1ble to help them out during the
day.·
\Vith Jones at work for much
of the day, the women runners rely
on track coaches Connie PriceSmith :md DeeDee Nathan and
graduate assistant Finda Fallah for
any problems that may arise during the day.

Team captain Julia Roundtree
said that Jones has done a good
job, especially considering the situation that he has been put into.
"It can't be easy to do all that
with a famil};" Roundtree said.
She also said that it's been difficult at times to not be able to
come and talk to Jones whenever
they want, like they did in the past
\\ith DeNoon.
Men's cross country coach
Matt McClelland understands
what Jones is going through.

SEE
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Saluki hoops to add JUCO point guard
Bryan Turner of Mineral
Area Junior College
offers oral commitment
}AY SCH\\'AB
DAILY EGYFTIAN

Bryan Turner, a 6-foot-1-inch point guard
from Mineral Area Junior College in Missouri,
has given the Salukis word that he \\ill be joining the program for the 2002-03 season.
Last year in his freshman season at Mineral

MAN, PARKING ON
CAMPUS 15 SUCH A
HASSLE! BUT, I DON'T
WANNA HAYE TO Hll:'E
ALL OVER THE PLACE •••

Arca, Turner led hi°s conference by averaging
fo·e assists a game, and he also scored nine
points a contest for his 19-13 team. He is
described as an athletic point guard who is
adept at creating for his teammates.
Salulci point guard Marcus Belcher will use
his last year of eligibility this season, so Turner
will be competing with transfer Da,·id
McC!own and Stetrnn Hairston for time at the
point guard position once he arri,:es.
Turner, who \\':IS the all-time leading scorer
at Beaumont High School, initially was leaning
toward signing with Long Beach State, but
then decided he \\':lnted to s.ay closer to home.
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RUNS ALL OVER CAMPUS( IF:,: - :

. .yo~'HAYE ASTIJD~NT I,[?•• you·:\~s
'CAN RIDE FOR'FREEJ. ' '' : ·;·
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RIDE

jrsBOsiu@aol.com
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Novel idea,
but never has
been accepted?
In 1990, a new concept in the NFL was
born. A concept referred to in the league as
the "ultimate weapon.~
No, the ultimate weapon in the NFL
did not refer to legcnd:uy running back
Bany Sander.; or Brett Favre, but rather .
Randall Cunningham, a black qttarterback.
Cunningham was named MVP that
season after compiling an amazing 3,466
prds passing
and even more
amazing
942
yards rushing. A
special defensive
position known
as the spy was
created solely
because
of
Cunningham's
double-threat
ability to either
bum defenses
,\ith his arm or
his feet
DAILY EGYPTIAN
Yet, even as
some football
experts were proclairnmg Cunningham the
"l\1ichacl Jordan of football," the majority
of experts and coaches insultingly referred
to Cunningham as a great athlete who plays
:11 the quarterback position.
"He's no Joe Montana," was the common response by the so-called o.-perts.
With all Cunningham had done in a
few short seasons, he failed to live up to the
standard of ,\fut a quartetback should be the three-step drop white gtl}\
Rem:ub!Jly, Cunningham listened to ·
the cities and altered his game to more
cxclusi,:e passing, ignoring his natural talent
to improvise.
As a result, defenses no longer worried
about tl1e double threat Cunningham
introduced, and hC"S!ipped into obscurity,
backing up the likes of Rodney Peete and
Jeff George, two joum"}man quartetbacks.
Rca:ntly, there has been a trend of more
black quarretbacks erne,ging in the NFL.
A reviv:il of the ultimate weapon seems
undem-:ir
,
As the 2001 season began with seven
bfack starting quarterbacks and college
football tc:uns, including SIU, breaking
a\\':l)" from the traditional th=-step drop
quarterback to a more ,-crsatile Q!3 such as
Madci \V-tlliams, one would think the
quarterback position is finally achiC\inf
some long overdue cqualil):
Wrong! Folks, it's the same thing as it
was "ith Cunningham. Yes, there are more
SEE
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The black QB:
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Turner is SIU's third commitment for the
upcoming No,:ember signing period. The
Salukis ha,·e already successfully wooed 6-foot4-indi wing player Blake Schoen from Oxford,
Ind., and Galesbu~ shooting guard R)':ln
\Valker. SIU has on~ ren;:uning sdiolarship to
offer and will attempt to use it on a frontcourt
player.
Turner could not be reached for comment,
ar.j the Salulci coaching staff is not permitted
to comment on Tum~r until he officially signs.
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HEYi YOU'RE A TALKING DOG!

HURRY UP, CAPTAIN OBYlOUSl
YOU'LL MISS YOUR BUSI

